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Legal disclaimer
Alibaba Cloud reminds you t o carefully read and fully underst and t he t erms and condit ions of t his legal
disclaimer before you read or use t his document . If you have read or used t his document , it  shall be deemed
as your t ot al accept ance of t his legal disclaimer.

1. You shall download and obt ain t his document  from t he Alibaba Cloud websit e or ot her Alibaba Cloud-
aut horized channels, and use t his document  for your own legal business act ivit ies only. The cont ent  of
t his document  is considered confident ial informat ion of Alibaba Cloud. You shall st rict ly abide by t he
confident ialit y obligat ions. No part  of t his document  shall be disclosed or provided t o any t hird part y for
use wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of Alibaba Cloud.

2. No part  of t his document  shall be excerpt ed, t ranslat ed, reproduced, t ransmit t ed, or disseminat ed by
any organizat ion, company or individual in any form or by any means wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of
Alibaba Cloud.

3. The cont ent  of t his document  may be changed because of product  version upgrade, adjust ment , or
ot her reasons. Alibaba Cloud reserves t he right  t o modify t he cont ent  of t his document  wit hout  not ice
and an updat ed version of t his document  will be released t hrough Alibaba Cloud-aut horized channels
from t ime t o t ime. You should pay at t ent ion t o t he version changes of t his document  as t hey occur and
download and obt ain t he most  up-t o-dat e version of t his document  from Alibaba Cloud-aut horized
channels.

4. This document  serves only as a reference guide for your use of Alibaba Cloud product s and services.
Alibaba Cloud provides t his document  based on t he "st at us quo", "being defect ive", and "exist ing
funct ions" of it s product s and services. Alibaba Cloud makes every effort  t o provide relevant  operat ional
guidance based on exist ing t echnologies. However, Alibaba Cloud hereby makes a clear st at ement  t hat
it  in no way guarant ees t he accuracy, int egrit y, applicabilit y, and reliabilit y of t he cont ent  of t his
document , eit her explicit ly or implicit ly. Alibaba Cloud shall not  t ake legal responsibilit y for any errors or
lost  profit s incurred by any organizat ion, company, or individual arising from download, use, or t rust  in
t his document . Alibaba Cloud shall not , under any circumst ances, t ake responsibilit y for any indirect ,
consequent ial, punit ive, cont ingent , special, or punit ive damages, including lost  profit s arising from t he
use or t rust  in t his document  (even if Alibaba Cloud has been not ified of t he possibilit y of such a loss).

5. By law, all t he cont ent s in Alibaba Cloud document s, including but  not  limit ed t o pict ures, archit ect ure
design, page layout , and t ext  descript ion, are int ellect ual propert y of Alibaba Cloud and/or it s
affiliat es. This int ellect ual propert y includes, but  is not  limit ed t o, t rademark right s, pat ent  right s,
copyright s, and t rade secret s. No part  of t his document  shall be used, modified, reproduced, publicly
t ransmit t ed, changed, disseminat ed, dist ribut ed, or published wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of
Alibaba Cloud and/or it s affiliat es. The names owned by Alibaba Cloud shall not  be used, published, or
reproduced for market ing, advert ising, promot ion, or ot her purposes wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of
Alibaba Cloud. The names owned by Alibaba Cloud include, but  are not  limit ed t o, "Alibaba Cloud",
"Aliyun", "HiChina", and ot her brands of Alibaba Cloud and/or it s affiliat es, which appear separat ely or in
combinat ion, as well as t he auxiliary signs and pat t erns of t he preceding brands, or anyt hing similar t o
t he company names, t rade names, t rademarks, product  or service names, domain names, pat t erns,
logos, marks, signs, or special descript ions t hat  t hird part ies ident ify as Alibaba Cloud and/or it s
affiliat es.

6. Please direct ly cont act  Alibaba Cloud for any errors of t his document .
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Document conventions
St yleSt yle Descript ionDescript ion ExampleExample

 DangerDanger
A danger notice indicates a situation that
will cause major system changes, faults,
physical injuries, and other adverse
results.

 Danger:Danger:

Resetting will result  in the loss of user
configuration data.

 WarningWarning
A warning notice indicates a situation
that may cause major system changes,
faults, physical injuries, and other adverse
results.

 Warning:Warning:

Restarting will cause business
interruption. About 10 minutes are
required to restart an instance.

 Not iceNot ice
A caution notice indicates warning
information, supplementary instructions,
and other content that the user must
understand.

 Not ice:Not ice:

If the weight is set to 0, the server no
longer receives new requests.

 Not eNot e
A note indicates supplemental
instructions, best practices, t ips, and
other content.

 Not e:Not e:

You can use Ctrl + A to select all files.

>
Closing angle brackets are used to
indicate a multi-level menu cascade.

Click Set t ingsSet t ings > Net workNet work> Set  net workSet  net work
t ypet ype.

BoldBold
Bold formatting is used for buttons ,
menus, page names, and other UI
elements.

Click OKOK.

Courier font Courier font is used for commands
Run the cd /d C:/window  command to
enter the Windows system folder.

Italic Italic formatting is used for parameters
and variables.

bae log list  --instanceid

Instance_ID

[] or [a|b]
This format is used for an optional value,
where only one item can be selected.

ipconfig [-all|-t]

{} or {a|b}
This format is used for a required value,
where only one item can be selected.

switch {active|stand}
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In the OSS console, you can perform basic and advanced operations on buckets, objects, and folders.
The OSS console is a user-friendly and intuit ive web application.

For more information about the OSS features and scenarios, see What is OSS?. For more information
about the concepts, features, principles, and implementation methods, see OSS Developer Guide.

1.Overview1.Overview
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A bucket is a container that is used to store objects in Object  Storage Service (OSS). Before you upload
an object  to OSS, you must create a bucket.

Usage notesUsage notes
When you create a bucket, you are charged only for the storage of objects in the bucket and the
traffic generated when the objects are accessed. For more information, see Overview.

The capacity of the bucket is scalable. You do not need to purchase the capacity before you use the
bucket.

LimitsLimits
You can use an Alibaba Cloud account to create up to 100 buckets in the same region.

A bucket name must be globally unique within OSS. For more information about the naming
conventions of buckets, see Bucket naming conventions.

After a bucket is created, its name, region, storage class, and redundancy type cannot be modified.

OSS does not impose limits on the capacity of a bucket.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Log on to the OSS console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click Bucket sBucket s. On the Buckets page, click Creat e BucketCreat e Bucket .

3. In the Creat e BucketCreat e Bucket  panel, configure parameters described in the following table.

Parameter Required Description

Bucket  NameBucket  Name Yes

Specify the name of the bucket that you want to create. The name
must meet the following requirements:

The bucket name must be globally unique in Alibaba Cloud OSS.

The name can contain only lowercase letters, digits, and hyphens
(-).

The name must start and end with a lowercase letter or a digit.

The name must be 3 to 63 characters in length.

2.Manage buckets2.Manage buckets
2.1. Create buckets2.1. Create buckets
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RegionRegion Yes

Select a region for the bucket.

To access OSS from an Elastic Compute Service (ECS) instance over
an internal network, select the region in which the ECS instance is
located. For more information, see OSS domain names.

Not e Not e You must complete real-name registration on the
Real-name Registration page before you create a bucket in a
region inside the Chinese mainland.

Parameter Required Description
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St orage ClassSt orage Class Yes

Select a storage class for the bucket.

St andardSt andard: provides highly reliable, highly available, and high-
performance object storage services that can handle frequent
data access. Standard storage is ideal for storing images for
social networking and sharing applications and storing data for
audio and video applications, large websites, and big data
analysis.

IAIA: provides high-durability storage services at a cost lower than
Standard. Infrequent Access (IA) objects have a minimum storage
period of 30 days and a minimum billable size of 64 KB. You can
access IA objects in real t ime. However, you are charged data
retrieval fees when you access IA objects. IA storage is suitable
for data that is infrequently accessed, such as once or twice a
month.

ArchiveArchive: provides high-durability storage services at a cost lower
than Standard and IA. Archive objects have a minimum storage
period of 60 days and a minimum billable size of 64 KB. You must
restore an Archive object before you can access it . The
restoration takes approximately 1 minute. When you restore
Archive objects, you are charged data retrieval fees. Archive
storage is ideal for data that needs to be stored for a long
period of t ime, such as archival data, medical images, scientific
materials, and video footage.

Cold ArchiveCold Archive: provides high-durability storage services at a cost
lower than Standard, IA, and Archive. Cold Archive objects have a
minimum storage period of 180 days and a minimum billable size
of 64 KB. You must restore a Cold Archive object before you can
access it . The amount of t ime required to restore a Cold Archive
object depends on the object size and the restoration mode.
When you restore Cold Archive objects, you are charged data
retrieval fees. Cold Archive storage is ideal for storing cold data
over an ultra-long period of t ime. Such data includes data that
must be retained for an extended period of t ime due to
compliance requirements, raw data that is accumulated over an
extended period of t ime in the big data and AI fields, retained
media resources in the film and television industries, and archived
videos from the online education industry.

Not eNot e

Cold Archive storage is not supported only in the following
regions: China (Nanjing - Local Region), South Korea (Seoul),
and Thailand (Bangkok).

For more information about storage classes, see Overview.

Parameter Required Description
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OSS-HDFSOSS-HDFS No

If you want to access OSS by using JindoSDK to build a data lake,
enable the OSS-HDFS service. Before you enable OSS-HDFS, you
must click Aut horiz eAut horiz e and then follow the on-screen instructions in
the panel to grant RAM users permissions to access OSS-HDFS.

Not iceNot ice

OSS-HDFS is supported only in the following regions:
China (Hangzhou), China (Shanghai), China (Shenzhen),
China (Beijing), China (Zhangjiakou), and Singapore
(Singapore).To apply for a trial, contact technical
support. OSS-HDFS cannot be disabled after it  is
enabled. Exercise caution when you enable OSS-HDFS.

OSS-HDFS cannot be enabled for Archive or Cold Archive
buckets.

ZRSZRS No

Specify the redundancy type of the bucket. Valid values:

Activate: After this feature is enabled, OSS data is stored in
zone-redundant storage (ZRS) mode. ZRS uses the multi-zone
mechanism to distribute user data across three zones within the
same region. Even if one zone becomes unavailable due to
failures such as power outages and fires, the data is still
accessible.

Not ice Not ice ZRS is supported only in the following
regions: China (Shenzhen), China (Beijing), China (Hangzhou),
China (Shanghai), China (Hong Kong), Singapore (Singapore),
and Indonesia (Jakarta). You are charged extra fees for ZRS.
This feature cannot be disabled after it  is enabled. Exercise
caution when you enable this feature.

For more information about ZRS, see ZRS.

Not Activated: After ZRS is disabled, the redundancy type of the
objects in the bucket is locally redundant storage (LRS). LRS
stores the copies of each object across different devices within
the same zone. This way, OSS ensures data reliability and
availability even if two storage devices are damaged at the same
time.

Parameter Required Description
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OverviewOverview No

Select whether to enable versioning. Valid values:

Act ivat eAct ivat e: If you enable versioning for a bucket, objects that are
overwritten or deleted in the bucket are stored as previous
versions. Versioning allows you to recover objects in a bucket to
a previous version, and protects your data from being
accidentally overwritten or deleted. For more information, see
Overview.

Not  Act ivat edNot  Act ivat ed: If you disable versioning for a bucket, objects
that are overwritten or deleted in the bucket are not recovered.

ACLACL Yes

Select the bucket ACL. Valid values:

Privat ePrivat e: Only the bucket owner can perform read and write
operations on objects in the bucket. Other users cannot access
the objects in the bucket.

Public ReadPublic Read: Only the bucket owner can perform write
operations on objects in the bucket. Other users, including
anonymous users, can perform only read operations on the
objects in the bucket.

Warning Warning All users on the Internet can access the
objects in the bucket. This may result  in unexpected access
to the data in your bucket and unexpectedly high fees.
Exercise caution when you set your bucket ACL to Public
Read.

Public Read/Writ ePublic Read/Writ e: All users, including anonymous users, can
perform read and write operations on the objects in the bucket.

Warning Warning All users on the Internet can access objects
in the bucket and write data to the bucket. This may result  in
unexpected access to the data in your bucket and
unexpectedly high fees. If a user uploads prohibited data or
information, your legitimate interests and rights may be
infringed. We recommend that you do not set your bucket
ACL to Public Read/Write except in special cases.

Encrypt ionEncrypt ion
Met hodMet hod

No

Select whether to enable server-side encryption for the bucket.

Not e Not e Server-side encryption cannot be enabled only in
the China (Nanjing - Local Region) region.

Parameter Required Description
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Real-t ime LogReal-t ime Log
QueryQuery

No

If you want to query OSS access logs of the last seven days free of
charge, set Real-time Log Query to Act ivat eAct ivat e.

For more information about real-time log query, see Real-time log
query.

If you do not need to query real-time logs, keep the default setting,
which is Not  Act ivat edNot  Act ivat ed.

ScheduledScheduled
BackupBackup

No

If you want to back up your OSS data on a regular basis, set
Scheduled Backup to Act ivat eAct ivat e. OSS automatically creates a backup
plan to back up data once a day by using Hybrid Backup Recovery
(HBR). The generated backup objects are stored for one week.

Not iceNot ice

The scheduled backup feature is supported only in the
following regions: China (Hangzhou), China (Shanghai),
China (Shenzhen), China (Beijing), China (Zhangjiakou),
China (Hong Kong), Singapore (Singapore), Australia
(Sydney), Indonesia (Jakarta), and US (Silicon Valley).

Scheduled backup cannot be configured for buckets
whose storage classes are IA, Archive or Cold Archive.

The backup and restoration of symbolic links, Archive
and Cold Archive objects, and the access control lists
(ACLs) of objects are not supported.

If HBR is not activated or HBR is not authorized to
access OSS, scheduled backup plans cannot be created.

For more information, see Configure scheduled backup.

If you do not need to back up your OSS data on a regular basis,
keep the default setting, which is Not  Act ivat edNot  Act ivat ed.

HierarchicalHierarchical
NamespaceNamespace

No

If you want to rename a directory or an object, enable the
hierarchical namespace feature for the bucket in which the directory
or object is stored.

Not ice Not ice You can enable the hierarchical namespace
feature for a bucket only when you create the bucket. The
hierarchical namespace feature cannot be disabled after it  is
enabled for a bucket. After you enable this feature for a
bucket, some OSS features are no longer supported for the
bucket. For more information about the features that are not
supported for a bucket for which the hierarchical namespace
feature is enabled, see Hierarchical namespace.

Parameter Required Description

4. Click OKOK.

2.2. Map custom domain names2.2. Map custom domain names
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PrerequisitesPrerequisites
A custom domain name is registered. For more information about how to register a custom domain
name, see Register a generic domain name.

The Internet Content Provider (ICP) filing is complete for the domain name of the bucket that is
located in the Chinese mainland and to which you want to map the custom domain name.

For more information about how to apply for an ICP filing, see What is an ICP filing?.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Map a custom domain name to a bucket.

i. Log on to the OSS console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click Bucket sBucket s. On the Buckets page, click the name of the
bucket that you want to manage.

iii. In the left-side navigation pane, choose T ransmissionT ransmission >  > Domain NamesDomain Names.

iv. Click Map Cust om Domain NameMap Cust om Domain Name.

v. In the Map Cust om Domain NameMap Cust om Domain Name panel, enter the domain name that you want to map in
the Cust om Domain NameCust om Domain Name field.

Domain names that contain wildcard characters are not supported. Example:
 *.example.com .

If  a message appears, which indicates that a domain name conflict  occurs, the domain name is
mapped to another bucket. To resolve this issue, you can map another domain name to the
bucket or verify the ownership of the domain name and forcibly map the domain name to the
bucket. If  you verify the ownership of the domain name and forcibly map the domain name to
the bucket, the mapping between the domain name and another bucket is removed.

2. Add a CNAME record.

If  the domain name is managed by your Alibaba Cloud account, perform the following steps to
automatically add a CNAME record.

a. In the Map Cust om Domain NameMap Cust om Domain Name panel, turn on Add CNAME Record Aut omat icallyAdd CNAME Record Aut omat ically.

Not ice Not ice If  the domain name has a CNAME record, the CNAME record is updated to
the new CNAME record.

b. Click SubmitSubmit .

If  the domain name is not managed by your Alibaba Cloud account, manually add a CNAME
record.

If  the domain name is not hosted by Alibaba Cloud, you must add a CNAME record to the Domain
Name System (DNS) of your DNS provider.

The following example shows how to use Alibaba Cloud DNS to manually add a CNAME record
for a domain name that is not hosted by Alibaba Cloud:

a. Log on to the Alibaba Cloud DNS console.

2.2. Map custom domain names2.2. Map custom domain names
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b. On the Manage DNS page, click Conf igureConf igure in the Act ions column of the domain name to
which you want to add a CNAME record.

c. On the DNS Sett ings page, click Add RecordAdd Record. In the Add Record panel, configure the
parameters. The following table describes the parameters.

Parameter Description

T ypeT ype
Select the type of the record that you want to add. In this
example, CNAMECNAME is selected.

HostHost

Enter the host record based on the prefix of the domain name.

To add a top-level domain such as  aliyun.com , enter
@@ .

To add a second-level domain, enter the prefix of the
second-level domain. If the domain name is  help.aliyun.
com , enter helphelp.

To map all second-level domains to the domain name of
the bucket, enter ** .

ISP LineISP Line
Select the ISP line that is used to resolve the domain name. To
allow the system to select the optimal line, we recommend
that you select Def aultDef ault  for this parameter.

ValueValue

Enter the domain name of the bucket. The domain name of a
bucket is in the  BucketName.Endpoint  format. The public
endpoint of the China (Hangzhou) region is  oss-cn-hangzhou
.aliyuncs.com . If you create a bucket named
examplebucket in the China (Hangzhou) region, the domain
name of the bucket is  examplebucket.oss-cn-hangzhou.al
iyuncs.com .

T T LT T L
Select the interval at which the record is updated. In this
example, the default value is used.

d. Click Conf irmConf irm.

A new CNAME record immediately takes effect. The t ime required for a modified CNAME
record to take effect  is 72 hours.

Check whether the CNAME record takes effectCheck whether the CNAME record takes effect
You can run the pingping command or the lookuplookup command to check whether a specified CNAME is in
effect. If  the request  is redirected to  *.oss-cn-*.aliyuncs.com , the CNAME is in effect.

Verify the ownership of a domain nameVerify the ownership of a domain name
If  a message appears, which indicates that a domain name conflict  occurs, you can verify the ownership
of the domain name and forcibly map the domain name to the bucket.

1. Click Obt ain T XTObt ain T XT .

OSS randomly generates a token for the domain name, which includes the following fields:
DomainDomain, HostHost , and ValueValue. Store the token information in a secure location.
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2. Add a TXT record to your DNS records. Enter the recorded values of the HostHost  and ValueValue fields and
retain the default  sett ings of other parameters.

For more information about how to add a CNAME record, see Manually add a CNAME record.

3. In the Map Cust om Domain NameMap Cust om Domain Name panel, read and select  I have added t he T XT  record.I have added t he T XT  record.
Cont inue submissionCont inue submission.

If  your configurations are correct, OSS maps the custom domain name to the bucket.

Remove a domain name mappingRemove a domain name mapping
If  you no longer need to use a custom domain name, you can remove the mapping of the custom
domain name from a bucket.

1. On the management page of the bucket from which you want to remove the custom domain name
mapping, choose T ransmissionT ransmission >  > Domain NamesDomain Names.

2. On the Domain Names tab, click Manage Mapping Conf igurat ionsManage Mapping Conf igurat ions in the Act ions column of the
domain name for which you want to remove the mapping.

3. In the Manage Mapping Conf igurat ionsManage Mapping Conf igurat ions panel, click UnbindUnbind. Then, click OKOK.

Object  Storage Service (OSS) uses data centers distributed around the globe to implement transfer
acceleration. When a request  is sent to your bucket, it  is parsed and routed to the data center where
the bucket is located over the optimal network path and protocol. The transfer acceleration feature
provides an optimized end-to-end acceleration solut ion to accessing OSS over the Internet.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
Real-name registrat ion is complete.

2.3. Enable transfer acceleration2.3. Enable transfer acceleration
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You can complete real-name registrat ion by submitt ing your information on the Real-name Registrat ion
page.

For more information, see Transfer acceleration.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Log on to the OSS console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click Bucket sBucket s. On the Buckets page, click the name of the bucket
that you want to manage.

3. In the left-side navigation pane, choose T ransmissionT ransmission >  > T ransf er Accelerat ionT ransf er Accelerat ion.

4. Click Conf igureConf igure, turn on Transfer Acceleration, and then click SaveSave.

Transfer acceleration takes effect  within 30 minutes after it  is enabled. After transfer acceleration
is enabled for the bucket, the following two acceleration endpoints are added:

Global acceleration endpoint: oss-accelerate.aliyuncs.com. Transfer acceleration access points
are distributed across the world. You can use this endpoint  to accelerate data transfer for
buckets in all regions.

Acceleration endpoint  of regions outside the Chinese mainland: oss-accelerate-overseas.aliyuncs
.com. Transfer acceleration access points are distributed across regions outside the Chinese
mainland. You can use the acceleration endpoint  to map a custom domain name without an ICP
filing to a bucket in the China (Hong Kong) region or a region outside the Chinese mainland.

You can enable the hotlink protect ion feature to configure a Referer whitelist  for a bucket to prevent
unauthorized access and associated unexpected fees.

Background informationBackground information
Object  Storage Service (OSS) provides the hotlink protect ion feature. This feature allows you to
configure a Referer whitelist  for a bucket. This way, only requests from domain names that are included
in the Referer whitelist  can access data in the bucket. You can configure Referer whitelists based on the
Referer header field in HTTP and HTTPS requests.

After you configure a Referer whitelist  for a bucket, OSS verifies requests to objects in the bucket only
when the requests are init iated from signed URLs or anonymous users. Requests that contain the
Authorization field in the header are not verified.

For more information about the API operation that you can call to configure a Referer whitelist  for a
bucket, see PutBucketReferer. For more information about hotlink protect ion, see Hotlink protection.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Log on to the OSS console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click Bucket sBucket s. On the Buckets page, click the name of the bucket
that you want to manage.

3. In the left-side navigation pane, choose Access Cont rolAccess Cont rol >  > Hot link Prot ect ionHot link Prot ect ion.

4. In the hot link prot ect ionhot link prot ect ion sect ion, click Conf igureConf igure, and turn on Enable Hot link Prot ect ionEnable Hot link Prot ect ion.

2.4. Access control2.4. Access control
2.4.1. Configure hotlink protection for a bucket2.4.1. Configure hotlink protection for a bucket
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Enter domain names or IP addresses in the Ref erer Whit elistRef erer Whit elist  f ield. Separate mult iple Referers
with new lines. You can use asterisks (*) and question marks (?) as wildcard characters. Examples:

If  you add  www.aliyun.com  to the Referer whitelist , requests sent from URLs that start  with 
www.aliyun.com, such as www.aliyun.com/123 and www.aliyun.com.cn can access data in the
bucket.

You can use an asterisk (*) as a wildcard character to specify zero or mult iple characters. If  you
add  *www.aliyun.com/  to the Referer whitelist , requests sent from URLs such as http://ww
w.aliyun.com/ and https://www.aliyun.com/ can access data in the bucket. If  you add  *.ali
yun.com  to the Referer whitelist , requests sent from URLs such as help.aliyun.com and www.al
iyun.com can access data in the bucket.

You can use a question mark (?) as a wildcard character to specify a single character.

You can add domain names or IP addresses that include a port  number, such as www.example.
com:8080 and 10.10.10.10:8080, to the Referer whitelist .

Select  whether to turn on Allow Empt y Ref ererAllow Empt y Ref erer to allow requests that contain an empty
Referer.

An HTTP or HTTPS request  that contains an empty Referer indicates that the request  does not
contain the Referer field or that the Referer field is empty.

If  you turn off Allow Empty Referer, only HTTP or HTTPS requests that contain an allowed
Referer field can access the objects in the bucket.

Not e Not e By default , if  you preview an MP4 object  by using a bucket domain name such as
bucketname.oss-cn-zhangjiakou.aliyuncs.com, the browser sends two requests at  the same
time. One request  contains the Referer field, and the other request  contains an empty
Referer. Therefore, you must add the bucket domain name to the Referer whitelist  and turn
on Allow Empty Referer. To preview a non-MP4 object  by using the bucket domain name, you
need to only allow requests that contain an empty Referer.

Select  whether to turn on T runcat e QuerySt ringT runcat e QuerySt ring to allow query strings to be truncated.

5. Click SaveSave.

ReferencesReferences
If  you want to allow users that meet specified condit ions to access part  of or all resources in your
bucket or perform specific operations on the resources, we recommend that you configure bucket
policies. For example, you can configure a bucket policy to allow only users from specified IP
addresses or CIDR blocks to access a specified bucket. For more information about how to configure
bucket policies, see Configure bucket policies to authorize other users to access OSS resources.

For more information about how to troubleshoot hotlink protect ion errors, see Referer.

Cross-origin resource sharing (CORS) is a standard cross-origin solut ion provided by HTML5 to allow web
application servers to control cross-origin access. This way, the security of data transmission across
origins is ensured.

Usage notesUsage notes
You can configure up to 10 CORS rules for a bucket.

2.4.2. Configure CORS2.4.2. Configure CORS
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When Object  Storage Service (OSS) receives a cross-origin request  or an OPTIONS request  that is
dest ined for a bucket, OSS reads the CORS rules that are configured for the bucket and attempts to
match the rules one after another. If  OSS finds the first  match, OSS returns corresponding headers. If
the request  fails to match the CORS rules, OSS does not include CORS headers in the response.

To implement CORS after Alibaba Cloud CDN is act ivated, you must configure CORS rules in the CDN
console. For more information, see Alibaba Cloud Content Delivery Network how to configure cross-
origin resource sharing by using HTTP headers (CORS).

ProcedureProcedure
1. Log on to the OSS console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click Bucket sBucket s. On the Buckets page, click the name of the bucket
that you want to manage.

3. In the left-side navigation pane, choose Access Cont rolAccess Cont rol >  > Cross-Origin Resource SharingCross-Origin Resource Sharing
(CORS)(CORS). In the Cross-Origin Resource Sharing (CORS)Cross-Origin Resource Sharing (CORS) sect ion, click Conf igureConf igure.

4. Click Creat e RuleCreat e Rule. In the Creat e RuleCreat e Rule panel, configure the parameters. The following table
describes the parameters.

Parameter Required Description

SourcesSources Yes

The sources from which you want to allow cross-origin
requests. When you configure the sources, take note of the
following rules:

You can configure multiple rules for sources. Separate
multiple rules with line feeds.

The domain names must include the protocol name, such
as HTTP or HTTPS.

You can use an asterisk (*) as the wildcard character. Each
source can contain up to one asterisk (*).

If a domain name does not use the default port, the
domain name must contain the port number. Example:
https://www.example.com:8080.

The following examples show how to configure domain
names:

To match a specified domain name, enter the full domain
name. Example: https://www.example.com.

To match second-level domain names, use an asterisk (*)
as the wildcard character in the domain name. Example:
https://*.example.com.

To match all domain names, enter only an asterisk (*) as
the wildcard character.

AllowedAllowed
Met hodsMet hods

Yes The methods that cross-origin requests are allowed to use.
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AllowedAllowed
HeadersHeaders

No

The response headers for the allowed cross-origin requests.
When you configure the headers, take note of the following
rules:

This parameter is in the key:value format and not case-
sensit ive. Example: content-type:text/plain.

You can configure multiple response headers. Separate
multiple response headers with line feeds.

Each rule can contain up to one asterisk (*) as the wildcard
character. Set this parameter to an asterisk (*) if you do
not have special requirements.

ExposedExposed
HeadersHeaders

No

The response headers for allowed access requests from
applications, such as an XMLHttpRequest object in JavaScript.
Exposed headers cannot contain asterisks (*).

We recommend that you set the following common
exposed headers:

x-oss-request-id

If you encounter an issue, contact technical support and
provide the request ID to locate and resolve the issue.

ETag

You can use the ETag value of an object to check whether
the object content is modified.

Cache T imeoutCache T imeout
(Seconds)(Seconds)

No
The period of t ime in which the browser can cache the
response to an OPTIONS preflight request for specific
resources. Unit: seconds.

Vary:  OriginVary:  Origin No

Specifies whether to return the Vary: Origin header.

If both CORS and non-CORS requests are sent to OSS, or if
the Origin header has multiple possible values, we
recommend that you select the Vary:  OriginVary:  Origin header to
avoid errors in the local cache.

Not ice Not ice If Vary:  OriginVary:  Origin is selected, visits through
the browser or the CDN back-to-origin requests may
increase.

Parameter Required Description

For more information about the parameters, see PutBucketCors.

5. Click OKOK.

2.4.3. Modify the ACL of a bucket2.4.3. Modify the ACL of a bucket
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Access control lists (ACLs) are used to control access to Object  Storage Service (OSS) buckets and
objects stored in OSS buckets. After a request  is sent to access data stored in OSS, OSS checks the ACL
of the data and verifies whether the requester has required permissions. You can configure the ACL of a
bucket when you create the bucket. You can also modify the ACL of an exist ing bucket based on your
requirements. Only the owner of a bucket can configure or modify the ACL of the bucket.

Usage notesUsage notes
If  you do not specify the ACL of an object  when you upload the object  to a bucket, the ACL of the
object  inherits the ACL of the bucket.

If  you modify the ACL of a bucket, the ACLs of all objects that inherit  the bucket ACL change
accordingly.

ACL typesACL types
The following table describes bucket ACL types.

ACL Operation

public-read-
write

All users, including anonymous users, can perform read and write operations on the
bucket.

Warning Warning When you set the bucket ACL to this value, all users can access the
bucket and write data to the bucket over the Internet. This may result  in unexpected
access to the bucket and unexpectedly high fees. If a user uploads prohibited data or
information, your legitimate interests and rights may be infringed. Therefore, we
recommend that you do not set the bucket ACL to public-read-write except in special
cases.

public-read

Only the owner of the bucket can write data to objects in the bucket. Other users,
including anonymous users, can only read objects in the bucket.

Warning Warning When you set the bucket ACL to this value, all users can access
objects in the bucket over the Internet. This may result  in unexpected access to the
bucket and unexpectedly high fees. Exercise caution when you set the bucket ACL to
public-read.

private
Only the bucket owner can perform read and write operations on objects in the bucket.
Other users cannot access the objects in the bucket. This is the default value.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Log on to the OSS console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click Bucket sBucket s. On the Buckets page, click the name of the bucket
that you want to manage.

3. In the left-side navigation pane, choose Access Cont rolAccess Cont rol >  > Access Cont rol List  (ACL)Access Cont rol List  (ACL).

4. In the Access Cont rol List  (ACL)Access Cont rol List  (ACL) sect ion, click Conf igureConf igure. Then, modify the ACL of the bucket
based on your requirements.

5. Click SaveSave.

2.5. Basic settings2.5. Basic settings
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You can enable the pay-by-requester mode for your bucket if  you want requesters to pay the cost  of
requests and traffic generated when they access the data in your bucket. When pay-by-requester is
enabled for a bucket, the requester instead of the bucket owner pays the cost  of requests and traffic.
The bucket owner pays only other fees including the storage fees.

ContextContext
When the pay-by-requester mode is enabled, requesters pay for one or more of the following billable
items based on their request  content: number of API requests, outbound traffic over the Internet,
back-to-origin traffic, Image Processing (IMG), video snapshots, and data retrieval of IA or Archive
objects. The bucket owner pays other fees such as storage, object  tagging, and transfer acceleration.
For more information, see Enable pay-by-requester in OSS Developer Guide.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Log on to the OSS console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click Bucket sBucket s. On the Buckets page, click the name of the bucket
that you want to manage.

3. In the left-side navigation bar, choose Basic Set t ingsBasic Set t ings >  > Pay by Request erPay by Request er. In the Pay byPay by
Request erRequest er sect ion, click Conf igureConf igure to enable or disable the pay-by-requester mode.

4. Click SaveSave.

You can use the bucket inventory feature to export  information about specified objects in a bucket,
such as the number, sizes, storage classes, and encryption state of the objects. Compared with the
GetBucket (ListObjects) operation, we recommend that you preferentially use the bucket inventory
feature to list  a large number of objects.

Usage notesUsage notes
You can configure up to 10 inventories for each bucket in the Object  Storage Service (OSS) console
and up to 1,000 inventories for each bucket by using OSS SDKs or ossutil.

You are charged if  you use the bucket inventory feature. However, only storage fees for inventory
lists and API calling fees are charged during public preview.

After an inventory is configured for a bucket, OSS generates inventory lists based on the inventory
until the inventory is deleted. To save storage space, we recommend that you delete inventory lists
that you no longer need in a t imely manner.

OSS keeps generating inventory lists at  the interval specified by an inventory until the inventory is
deleted. To prevent OSS from generating unnecessary inventory lists, you can delete inventories that
you no longer need in a t imely manner. You can also delete exported historical inventory lists that
you no longer need.

For more information, see Bucket inventory.

ProcedureProcedure

2.5. Basic settings2.5. Basic settings
2.5.1. Enable pay-by-requester2.5.1. Enable pay-by-requester

2.5.2. Configure bucket inventory2.5.2. Configure bucket inventory
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1. Log on to the OSS console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click Bucket sBucket s. On the Buckets page, click the name of the bucket
that you want to manage.

3. In the left-side navigation pane, choose Basic Set t ingsBasic Set t ings >  > Bucket  Invent oryBucket  Invent ory. In the Bucket
Inventory sect ion, click Conf igureConf igure.

4. Click Creat e Invent oryCreat e Invent ory. In the Creat e Invent oryCreat e Invent ory panel, configure the parameters described in the
following table.

Parameter Description

St at usSt at us The status of the inventory. You can select EnabledEnabled or DisabledDisabled.

Rule NameRule Name
The name of the inventory. The name can contain only lowercase letters,
digits, and hyphens (-) and cannot start or end with a hyphen (-).

Invent ory St orageInvent ory St orage
BucketBucket

The bucket in which generated inventory lists are stored.

The source bucket for which an inventory is configured and the
destination bucket in which the inventory lists are stored do not have to
be the same bucket, but they must belong to the same account and
reside within the same region.

Invent ory List  Pat hInvent ory List  Pat h

The directory in which generated inventory lists are stored.

If you want to store the inventory lists in the root directory of the
destination bucket, leave the parameter empty.

Otherwise, specify the parameter as a full path of a directory,
excluding the destination bucket name.

For example, if you want to store the inventory lists in the exampledir1
path of the destination bucket named examplebucket, set the
parameter to exampledir1. If you want to store the inventory lists in
the exampledir1/exampledir2 path of the destination bucket named
examplebucket, set the parameter to exampledir1/exampledir2.

Not e Not e If the path that you specify does not exist, OSS creates
the path.

FrequencyFrequency

The frequency at which inventory lists are generated. You can select
WeeklyWeekly or DailyDaily.

If the number of objects in the bucket is up to 10 billion, set the
parameter based on your business needs.

If the number of objects in the bucket is larger than 10 billion, we
recommend that you set the parameter to Weekly.
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Encrypt ion Met hodEncrypt ion Met hod

Specifies whether to encrypt inventory lists.

NoneNone: Inventory lists are not encrypted.

AES-256AES-256: Inventory lists are encrypted by using AES-256.

KMSKMS: Inventory lists are encrypted by using a customer master key
(CMK) managed by Key Management Service (KMS).

To use a CMK to encrypt inventory lists, you must create a CMK in KMS
in the same region as the destination bucket. For more information
about how to configure CMKs, see Create a CMK.

Not e Not e You are charged for calling API operations when you
use CMKs to encrypt or decrypt data.

Object  VersionsObject  Versions

The object versions to which the inventory is applied.

If versioning is enabled for the bucket, you can select Current  VersionCurrent  Version
or All VersionsAll Versions . For more information, see Overview.

By default, inventory lists are generated for all objects in the bucket if
versioning is not enabled for the bucket.

Object  Pref ixObject  Pref ix

The prefix based on which to scan objects.

If you want OSS to scan all objects in the bucket, leave the parameter
empty.

To scan all objects in a path of the bucket, set this parameter to the
full path that does not include the bucket name.

For example, to scan all objects in the exampledir1 path of the
eamplebucket bucket, set this parameter to exampledir1/. To scan all
objects in the exampledir1/exampledir2 path of the examplebucket
bucket, set this parameter to exampledir1/exampledir2/.

Not e Not e If no objects in the bucket match the specified prefix,
no inventory lists are generated.

Opt ional FieldsOpt ional Fields

The object information that you want to include in inventory lists to be
exported. You can select the following fields: Object  Siz eObject  Siz e, St orageSt orage
ClassClass , Last  Updat e T imeLast  Updat e T ime, ET agET ag, Mult ipart  UploadMult ipart  Upload, and Encrypt ionEncrypt ion
St at usSt at us .

Parameter Description

5. Read and select  I underst and t he t erms and agree t o aut horize Alibaba Cloud OSS t oI underst and t he t erms and agree t o aut horize Alibaba Cloud OSS t o
access t he resources in my bucket s.access t he resources in my bucket s. Then, click OKOK.
It  may take a large amount of t ime to generate inventory lists for a large number of objects. If  you
want to be notified when inventory lists are generated for the objects, we recommend that you
configure an event notificat ion for the dest ination bucket in which the inventory lists are stored
and set  the event to PutObject. When the inventory lists are generated, a notificat ion is sent to
you. For more information about how to configure event notificat ions, see Configure event
notificat ion rules.
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Object  Storage Service (OSS) allows you to configure server-side encryption. When you upload an
object  to a bucket for which server-side encryption is enabled, OSS encrypts the object  before the
object  is stored. When you download the encrypted object  from OSS, OSS automatically decrypts the
object  and returns the decrypted object. A header is added in the response to indicate that the object
is encrypted on the OSS server.

ContextContext
OSS provides the SSE-KMS and SSE-OSS methods for you to encrypt or decrypt data. The SSE-KMS
method uses customer master keys (CMKs) stored in Key Management Service (KMS) to implement
server-side encryption. SSE-OSS uses OSS-managed keys to implement server-side encryption. The
following table describes the differences between the two methods and the scenarios of the two
methods.

Encryption method Description Scenario Billing

Server-side encryption
by using SSE-KMS

You can use a default
CMK or specify a CMK to
encrypt or decrypt data.
This method is cost-
effective because you
do not need to send
user data to the KMS
server over networks
for encryption or
decryption.

You can specify a
customer-managed
CMK to meet security
and compliance
requirements.

KMS charges you when
you call API operations
to encrypt or decrypt
data by using CMKs
stored in KMS.

Server-side encryption
by using SSE-OSS

You can use SSE-OSS to
encrypt each object. To
improve security, OSS
uses master keys that
are rotated on a regular
basis to encrypt data
keys.

Only basic encryption
capabilit ies are
required. You do not
need to manage keys
on your own.

Free of charge

For more information about how the two encryption methods work and how you can implement the
two encryption methods, see Server-side encryption.

You can enable server-side encryption in the OSS console by using one of the following methods:

Method 1: Enable server-side encryption when you create a bucket

Method 2: Enable server-side encryption for an exist ing bucket

Method 1: Enable server-side encryption when you create a bucketMethod 1: Enable server-side encryption when you create a bucket
1. Log on to the OSS console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click Bucket sBucket s. On the Buckets page, click Creat e BucketCreat e Bucket .

3. In the Creat e BucketCreat e Bucket  panel, configure the parameters.

Configure the following parameters in the Server-side Encrypt ionServer-side Encrypt ion sect ion:

Encrypt ion Met hodEncrypt ion Met hod: Select  an encryption method for the bucket.

NoneNone: Server-side encryption is disabled.

2.5.3. Configure server-side encryption2.5.3. Configure server-side encryption
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NoneNone: Server-side encryption is disabled.

OSS-ManagedOSS-Managed: Keys managed by OSS are used to encrypt objects in the bucket. OSS uses
data keys to encrypt objects. In addit ion, OSS uses regularly rotated master keys to encrypt
data keys.

KMSKMS: The default  CMK stored in KMS or the specified CMK ID is used to encrypt and decrypt
data.

Before you use SSE-KMS, you must act ivate KMS. For more information, see activate KMS.

Encrypt ion Algorit hmEncrypt ion Algorit hm:Only 256-bit  Advanced Encryption Standard (AES-256) is supported.

CMKCMK: You can set  this parameter if  you select  KMSKMS in the Encrypt ion Met hodEncrypt ion Met hod sect ion. You can
configure the following parameters for a CMK:

alias/acs/ossalias/acs/oss: The default  CMK stored in KMS is used to encrypt different objects and
decrypt the objects when they are downloaded.

CMK ID: The keys generated by a specified CMK are used to encrypt different objects, and the
specified CMK ID is recorded in the metadata of the encrypted object. Objects are decrypted
when they are downloaded by users who are granted decryption permissions. Before you
specify a CMK ID, you must create a normal key or an external key in the same region as the
bucket in the KMS console For more information, see Import  key material.

For other parameters, see Create buckets.

4. Click OKOK.

Method 2: Enable server-side encryption for an existing bucketMethod 2: Enable server-side encryption for an existing bucket
1. Log on to the OSS console.

2. 

3. Choose Basic Set t ingsBasic Set t ings >  > Server-side Encrypt ionServer-side Encrypt ion.

4. In the Server-side Encrypt ionServer-side Encrypt ion sect ion, click Conf igureConf igure.

You can configure the following parameters to enable server-side encryption:

Encrypt ion Met hodEncrypt ion Met hod: Select  an encryption method for the bucket.

NoneNone: Server-side encryption is disabled.

OSS-ManagedOSS-Managed: Keys managed by OSS are used to encrypt objects in the bucket. OSS uses
data keys to encrypt objects. In addit ion, OSS uses regularly rotated master keys to encrypt
data keys.

KMSKMS: The default  CMK stored in KMS or the specified CMK ID is used to encrypt and decrypt
data.

Before you use SSE-KMS, you must act ivate KMS. For more information, see activate KMS.

Encrypt ion Algorit hmEncrypt ion Algorit hm:Only 256-bit  Advanced Encryption Standard (AES-256) is supported.

CMKCMK: You can set  this parameter if  you select  KMSKMS in the Encrypt ion Met hodEncrypt ion Met hod sect ion. You can
configure the following parameters for a CMK:

alias/acs/ossalias/acs/oss: The default  CMK stored in KMS is used to encrypt different objects and
decrypt the objects when they are downloaded.
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CMK ID: The keys generated by a specified CMK are used to encrypt different objects, and the
specified CMK ID is recorded in the metadata of the encrypted object. Objects are decrypted
when they are downloaded by users who are granted decryption permissions. Before you
specify a CMK ID, you must create a normal key or an external key in the same region as the
bucket in the KMS console For more information, see Import  key material.

5. Click SaveSave.

Not ice Not ice The configurations of the default  encryption method for a bucket do not affect
the encryption configurations of exist ing objects within the bucket.

Object  Storage Service (OSS) allows you to classify and manage buckets by using bucket tags. This
topic describes how to configure bucket tagging by using the OSS console.

ContextContext
For more information about bucket tagging, see Configure bucket tagging.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Log on to the OSS console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click Bucket sBucket s. On the Buckets page, click the name of the bucket
that you want to manage.

3. In the left-side navigation pane, choose Basic Set t ingsBasic Set t ings >  > Bucket  T aggingBucket  T agging  .

4. In the Bucket  T aggingBucket  T agging sect ion, click Conf igureConf igure.

5. Enter the keys and values of tags that you want to configure for the bucket.

To add mult iple tags to the bucket, click the ++  icon.

6. Click SaveSave.

Stat ic websites consist  only of stat ic content, including scripts such as JavaScript  code that is run on the
client. You can use the stat ic website host ing feature to host  your stat ic website on an Object  Storage
Service (OSS) bucket and use the endpoint  of the bucket to access the website.

Usage notesUsage notes
For security reasons, start ing from August 13, 2018 for regions inside mainland China, and September
25, 2019 for regions outside China, when you access web page objects whose MIME type is text/html
and whose name extension is HTM, HTML, JSP, PLG, HTX, or STM by using browsers:

If  you use the default  endpoint  of the bucket to access the objects, the following header is
automatically contained in the response:  Content-Disposition:'attachment=filename;' . In this
case, the web page objects are downloaded as attachments. The content of the object  cannot be
previewed.

If you use a custom domain name mapped to the bucket to access the objects, the  Content-Dispos
ition:'attachment=filename;'  header is not contained in the response. In this case, you can
preview the object  content if  your browser supports preview of web page objects. For more

2.5.4. Configure bucket tagging2.5.4. Configure bucket tagging

2.5.5. Configure static website hosting2.5.5. Configure static website hosting
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information about how to map a custom domain name to a bucket, see Map custom domain names.

For more information, see Overview.

ScenariosScenarios
In this topic, a bucket named examplebucket is used in the following example to show how to enable
stat ic website host ing for a bucket. The following structure shows the objects and directories in
examplebucket:

examplebucket
 ├── index.html
 ├── error.html
 ├── example.txt
 └── subdir/
      └── index.html

The first  example shows how to disable subdirectory homepage when you configure stat ic website
hosting for examplebucket. In this case, when you access the subdir/ directory of examplebucket, the
default  homepage object  named index.html in the root directory of examplebucket is returned instead
of the object  named index.html in the subdir/ directory. In addit ion, if  you access an object  that does
not exist  in examplebucket, the specified default  404 page is returned. For more information, see
Configure stat ic website host ing and disable subdirectory homepage.

The second example shows how to enable subdirectory homepage and configure a subdirectory 404
rule when you configure stat ic website host ing for examplebucket. In this case, when you access the
subdir/ directory of examplebucket, the default  homepage object  named index.html in the /subdir
directory of examplebucket is returned. In addit ion, if  you access an object  that does not exist  in
examplebucket, a result  is returned based on the specified subdirectory 404 rule together with the
specified default  404 page. For more information, see Configure stat ic website host ing and enable
subdirectory homepage.

Configure static website hosting and disable subdirectory homepageConfigure static website hosting and disable subdirectory homepage
1. 

2. 

3. In the left-side navigation pane, choose Basic Set t ingsBasic Set t ings >  > St at ic PagesSt at ic Pages. Click Conf igureConf igure in the
St at ic PagesSt at ic Pages sect ion. Configure the parameters listed in the following table.

Parameter Description
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Def ault  HomepageDef ault  Homepage
Configure the default homepage that appears when you use a browser
to access the static website hosted on the OSS bucket. In this example,
set this parameter to index.html.

Subf older HomepageSubf older Homepage

Specify whether to enable subdirectory homepage for the bucket. In this
example, select DisableDisable. In this case, when you access the root directory
of the bucket or a subdirectory whose URL ends with a forward slash (/),
the default homepage object in the root directory of the bucket is
returned.

Def ault  404 PageDef ault  404 Page

Specify the error page that is returned when the object that you want to
access does not exist in the bucket and a 404 HTTP status code is
returned. Only an object in the root directory of the bucket can be
specified as the default 404 page. In this example, set this parameter to 
error.html.

Error Page St at us CodeError Page St at us Code
Set the HTTP status code that is returned with the error page. Valid
values: 404404 and 200200.

Parameter Description

4. Click SaveSave.

Configure static website hosting and enable subdirectory homepageConfigure static website hosting and enable subdirectory homepage
1. 

2. 

3. In the left-side navigation pane, choose Basic Set t ingsBasic Set t ings >  > St at ic PagesSt at ic Pages. In the St at ic PagesSt at ic Pages
section, click Conf igureConf igure. Configure the parameters listed in the following table.

Parameter Description

Def ault  HomepageDef ault  Homepage
Configure the default homepage that appears when you use a browser
to access the static website hosted on the OSS bucket. In this example,
set this parameter to index.html.
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Subf older HomepageSubf older Homepage

Select EnableEnable. After you enable subdirectory homepage for a bucket, if
you access the root directory of the bucket, the default homepage in the
root directory is returned. If you access a subdirectory whose URL ends
with a forward slash (/), the default homepage in the subdirectory is
returned. For example, if you access  https://examplebucket.oss-cn-
hangzhou.aliyuncs.com/subdir/ , the default homepage object  in
dex.html  in the subdir/ directory is returned.

Subf older 404 RuleSubf older 404 Rule

Configure the subdirectory 404 rule for the bucket. When you access an
object that does not exist in the bucket, OSS returns different results
based on the specified subdirectory 404 rule. For example, if you use the
URL  https://examplebucket.oss-cn-hangzhou.aliyuncs.com/examp
ledir  to access an object named exampledir, which does not exist in
examplebucket, OSS returns different results based on the value that you
set for this parameter. Default value: Redirect.

RedirectRedirect : OSS checks whether the exampledir/index.html object
exists.

If this object exists, OSS returns 302 and redirects the request to  h
ttps://examplebucket.oss-cn-hangzhou.aliyuncs.com/example
dir/index.html .

If this object does not exist, OSS returns 404 and checks whether
the  https://examplebucket.oss-cn-hangzhou.aliyuncs.com/e
rror.html  object exists. If this object also does not exist, OSS
returns 404 status code.

NoSuckKeyNoSuckKey: OSS returns 404 and checks whether the  https://exam
plebucket.oss-cn-hangzhou.aliyuncs.com/error.html  object
exists.

IndexIndex: OSS checks whether the exampledir/index.html object exists.

If this object exists, OSS returns 200 and the content of this object.

If this object does not exist, OSS checks whether the  https://exa
mplebucket.oss-cn-hangzhou.aliyuncs.com/error.html 
object exists.

Def ault  404 PageDef ault  404 Page

Specify the error page that is returned when the object that you want to
access does not exist in the bucket and a 404 HTTP status code is
returned. Only an object in the root directory of the bucket can be
specified as the default 404 page. In this example, set this parameter to 
error.html.

Error Page St at us CodeError Page St at us Code
Set the HTTP status code that is returned with the error page. Valid
values: 404404 and 200200.

Parameter Description

4. Click SaveSave.

Create and upload a default homepage objectCreate and upload a default homepage object
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If  you set  the default  homepage to index.html when you configure stat ic website host ing for
examplebucket, you must upload an object  named index.html to the root directory of examplebucket.
If  you enable subdirectory homepage for examplebucket, you must also upload index.html to the
subdir/ directory of examplebucket.

1. Create a local f ile named index.html. The following example shows the content of index.html:

<html>
<head>
    <title>My Website Home Page</title>
    <meta charset="utf-8">
</head>
<body>  
  <p>Now hosted on OSS.</p>
</body>
</html>

2. Save index.html to the local computer.

3. Upload index.html to the root directory and subdir/ directory of examplebucket. You must set  the
access control list  (ACL) of index.html to public read.

For more information about how to upload objects, see Upload objects.

Create and upload a default 404 pageCreate and upload a default 404 page
If  you set  the default  404 page to error.html when you configure stat ic website host ing for
examplebucket, you must upload an object  named error.html to the root directory of examplebucket.

1. Create a local f ile named error.html. The following example shows the content of error.html:

<html>
<head>
    <title>Hello OSS!</title>
    <meta charset="utf-8">
</head>
<body>  
  <p>This is error 404 page.</p>
</body>
</html>

2. Save error.html to the local computer.

3. Upload error.html to the root directory of examplebucket. You must set  the ACL of error.html to
public read.

For more information about how to upload objects, see Upload objects.

Disable static website hostingDisable static website hosting
If  you no longer need to use the configurations of stat ic website host ing, perform the following steps
to disable the stat ic website host ing feature:

1. 

2. 

3. In the left-side navigation pane, choose Basic Set t ingsBasic Set t ings >  > St at ic PagesSt at ic Pages. In the St at ic PagesSt at ic Pages,
click Conf igureConf igure.
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4. Remove the configurations of the Default  Homepage and Default  404 Page parameters and click
SaveSave.
If  a similar figure is returned, the stat ic website host ing feature is disabled.

You can create lifecycle rules for a bucket based on the last  modified t ime and last  access t ime of
objects in the bucket. This way, Object  Storage Service (OSS) can regularly convert  the storage class of
the objects or delete expired objects and parts to reduce your storage costs.

ContextContext
A lifecycle rule can contain policies based on both the last  modified t ime and the last  access t ime of
objects. When you configure lifecycle rules, take note of the following limits:

Number of  rulesNumber of  rules

You can configure up to 100 lifecycle rules in the OSS console. To configure more than 100 lifecycle
rules, use OSS SDKs or the command-line tool ossutil.

RegionRegion

You can configure lifecycle rules based on the last  access t ime only for buckets in the China
(Qingdao), China (Hohhot), Germany (Frankfurt), and Australia (Sydney) regions.

Ef f ect ive t imeEf f ect ive t ime

After a lifecycle rule is configured, the rule is loaded within 24 hours and takes effect  within 24 hours
after the rule is loaded. Check the configurations of a rule before you save the rule.

For more information about lifecycle rules that are configured based on the last  modified t ime and the
last  access t ime of objects, see Overview.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. In the left-side navigation pane, choose Basic Set t ingsBasic Set t ings >  > Lif ecycleLif ecycle. In the Lif ecycleLif ecycle sect ion, click
Conf igureConf igure.

4. Turn on Enable access t rackingEnable access t racking on the Lif ecycleLif ecycle page if  you want to create lifecycle rules based
on the last  access t ime of objects.

5. On the page that appears, click Creat e RuleCreat e Rule. In the Creat e RuleCreat e Rule panel, configure the options. The
following table describes the options.

Options for unversioned buckets

2.5.6. Configure lifecycle rules2.5.6. Configure lifecycle rules
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Section Parameter Description

Basic Set t ingsBasic Set t ings

St at usSt at us
Specify the status of the lifecycle rule. Valid values: EnabledEnabled
and DisabledDisabled.

Applied T oApplied T o
Specify the objects to which the lifecycle rule applies. Valid
values: Files wit h Specif ied Pref ixFiles wit h Specif ied Pref ix and Whole BucketWhole Bucket .

AllowAllow
OverlappedOverlapped
Pref ixesPref ixes

If you select this option, you can configure lifecycle rules with
the same or overlapping prefixes without specifying tags.

Not iceNot ice

If you want OSS to automatically detect whether
rules with the same or overlapping prefixes are
configured, do not select this option.

If you want to use this option, contact technical
support.

Pref ixPref ix

Specify the prefix in the names of objects to which the
lifecycle rule applies. For example, if you want the rule to
apply to objects whose names start with img, enter img in
the field.

T aggingT agging

Specify tags. The rule applies only to objects that have the
specified tags. For example, if you select Files wit hFiles wit h
Specif ied Pref ixSpecif ied Pref ix and set Prefix to img, Key to a, and Value
to 1, the rule applies to all objects that have the img prefix in
their names and have the tag a=1. For more information
about object tagging, see Object tagging.

NOTNOT

The NOT option is used to specify that the lifecycle rule does
not apply to objects that have the specified prefix and tags.

Not iceNot ice

If you enable this option, each lifecycle rule must
contain at least one of the prefix and tags of an
object.

The key of the tag specified by the NOT syntax
cannot be the same as the key specified by the
T aggingT agging option.

If you enable this option, lifecycle rules that
apply to parts cannot be configured.

If you want to use this option, contact technical
support.

File Lif ecycleFile Lif ecycle

Configure rules for objects to specify when the objects expire.
Valid values: Validit y Period (Days)Validit y Period (Days), Expirat ion Dat eExpirat ion Dat e, and
DisabledDisabled. If you select DisabledDisabled, the configurations of File
Lifecycle do not take effect.
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Policy f orPolicy f or
Object sObject s

Lif ecycle-Lif ecycle-
based Rulesbased Rules

Configure the rule to convert the storage class of objects or
delete expired objects.

Example 1: If you select Access T imeAccess T ime, set Validit y PeriodValidit y Period
(Days)(Days)  to 30, and specify that the storage class of the
objects is converted to IA (Not  Convert ed Af t er Access)IA (Not  Convert ed Af t er Access)
after the validity period ends. In this case, the storage class
of objects that were last accessed on September 1, 2021 is
converted to Infrequent Access (IA) on October 1, 2021.

Not e Not e If you configure a lifecycle rule based on the
last access t ime, you can specify that the rule applies
only to objects that are larger than 64 KB in size or to all
objects in the bucket.

Example 2: If you select Modif ied T imeModif ied T ime, set Expirat ionExpirat ion
Dat eDat e to September 24, 2021, and specify that objects that
are last modified before this date are deleted. In this case,
objects that are last modified before September 24, 2021 are
automatically deleted. The deleted objects cannot be
recovered.

Policy f orPolicy f or
Part sPart s

Part  Lif ecyclePart  Lif ecycle

Specify the operations that you want to perform on expired
parts. If you select T aggingT agging, this option is unavailable. You
can select Validit y Period (Days)Validit y Period (Days), Expirat ion Dat eExpirat ion Dat e, or
DisabledDisabled. If you select DisabledDisabled, the configurations of Part
Lifecycle do not take effect.

Not ice Not ice Each lifecycle rule must contain at least
one of object expiration policies and part expiration
policies.

Rules f orRules f or
Part sPart s

Specify when parts expire based on the value of Part
Lifecycle. Expired parts are automatically deleted and cannot
be recovered.

Section Parameter Description

Parameters for versioned buckets

Configure the options in the Basic Set t ingsBasic Set t ings and Policy f or Part sPolicy f or Part s sect ions in the same way as
the options configured for unversioned buckets. The following table describes only the options
that are different from those you configure for unversioned buckets.
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Section Parameter Description

Policy f orPolicy f or
CurrentCurrent
VersionsVersions

Clean UpClean Up
Delet e MarkerDelet e Marker

If you enable versioning for the bucket, you can configure the
Clean Up Delet e MarkerClean Up Delet e Marker option. Other options are the same
as those you configure for unversioned buckets.

If you select Clean Up Delete Marker, and an object has only
one version which is a delete marker, OSS considers the
delete marker expired and removes the delete marker. If an
object has multiple versions and the current version of the
object is a delete marker, OSS retains the delete marker. For
more information about delete makers, see Delete marker.

Policy f orPolicy f or
PreviousPrevious
VersionsVersions

File Lif ecycleFile Lif ecycle
Specify when previous versions expire. Valid values: Validit yValidit y
Period (Days)Period (Days)  and DisabledDisabled. If you select DisabledDisabled, the
configurations of File Lifecycle do not take effect.

Lif ecycle-Lif ecycle-
based Rulesbased Rules

Specify the number of days within which objects can be
retained after they become previous versions. After they
expire, the specified operations are performed on the
previous versions the next day. For example, if you set Validity
Period (Days) to 30, objects that become previous versions on
September 1, 2021 are converted to the specified storage
class or deleted on October 1, 2021.

Not ice Not ice You can determine when an object
becomes a previous version based on the t ime when the
next version of the object is last modified.

6. Click OKOK.

After the lifecycle rule is saved, you can view the rule in the lifecycle rule list .

Object  Storage Service (OSS) supports the Write Once Read Many (WORM) feature. The feature helps
prevent objects from being deleted or overwritten within a specified period of t ime. Enterprises use this
feature to comply with the regulations of the U.S. Securit ies and Exchange Commission (SEC) and
Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA).

Usage notesUsage notes
You cannot configure retention policies in the China (Guangzhou), China (Nanjing - Local Region), and
US (Virginia) regions.

You can configure retention policies only for buckets in OSS.

A bucket cannot have versioning and retention policies at  the same t ime. If  versioning is enabled for a
bucket, you cannot configure retention policies for the bucket. For more information about
versioning, see Overview.

During the retention period, you can configure lifecycle rules to convert  the storage classes of the
objects in the bucket. This way, you can reduce costs and ensure compliance. For more information

2.5.7. Configure retention policies2.5.7. Configure retention policies
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about lifecycle rules, see Overview.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Log on to the OSS console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click Bucket sBucket s. On the Buckets page, click the name of the bucket in
which you want to create a directory.

3. In the left-side navigation pane, choose Basic Set t ingsBasic Set t ings >  > Ret ent ion PolicyRet ent ion Policy. In the Ret ent ionRet ent ion
PolicyPolicy sect ion, click Conf igureConf igure.

4. Click Creat e PolicyCreat e Policy.

5. In the Creat e PolicyCreat e Policy dialog box, set  Ret ent ion PeriodRet ent ion Period.

The retention period ranges from one day to 70 years.

6. Click OKOK.

After you create the policy, the policy is in the InProgress state. You can click LockLock or Delet eDelet e to
lock or delete a policy in the InProgress state.

7. Click LockLock.

8. In the message that appears, click OKOK.

Not iceNot ice

The policy enters the Locked state. You cannot delete the policy or shorten the
retention period. However, you can click EditEdit  to extend the retention period.

During the retention period, data in the bucket is protected. If  you attempt to delete or
modify the data, the following error message is displayed:  The file is locked and 
cannot be operated .

Calculate the expiration time of an objectCalculate the expiration time of an object
To calculate the t ime when an object  expires, add the retention period and the t ime when the object
was last  updated. For example, the retention policy for Bucket A specifies the retention period as 10
days. An object  in the bucket was last  updated at  12:00 on February 15, 2022. The object  expired at
12:01 on February 25, 2022.

You can configure back-to-origin rules for a bucket. If  a request  is sent to access an object  but the
object  does not exist  in a bucket for which back-to-origin rules are configured, Object  Storage Service
(OSS) obtains the requested object  from the origin specified by the back-to-origin rules. You can
configure mirroring-based or redirect ion-based back-to-origin rules for hot migration and specific
request  redirect ion.

For more information, see Manage back-to-origin configurations.

Mirroring-based back-to-originMirroring-based back-to-origin

2.5.8. Back-to-origin rules2.5.8. Back-to-origin rules
2.5.8.1. Overview2.5.8.1. Overview
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After you configure mirroring-based back-to-origin rules for a bucket, if  a requester accesses an object
but the object  does not exist  in a bucket, OSS obtains the object  from the origin specified by the back-
to-origin rules. OSS returns the object  obtained from the origin to the requester and stores the object
in the bucket. For more information about how to configure mirroring-based back-to-origin rules, see
Basic configurations of mirroring-based back-to-origin.

Mirroring-based back-to-origin is used to migrate data to OSS. This feature allows you to migrate a
service that already runs on an origin that you create or on another cloud service to OSS without service
interruptions. You can use mirroring-based back-to-origin rules during migration to obtain the data that
is not migrated to OSS. This ensures service continuity. For detailed examples, see Seamlessly migrate
data of a web-based service provider to OSS.

Redirection-based back-to-originRedirection-based back-to-origin
After you configure redirect ion-based back-to-origin rules for a bucket, if  an error occurs when a
requester accesses the bucket, OSS redirects the request  to the origin specified by the redirect ion-
based back-to-origin rules. You can use this feature to redirect  requests for objects and develop
various services based on redirect ion. For more information about how to configure redirect ion-based
back-to-origin rules, see Configure redirection-based back-to-origin.

RulesRules
You can configure up to 20 back-to-origin rules for a bucket in the OSS console. By default , the rules
are used to match a request  in the sequence that they are configured. You can click Move UpMove Up or MoveMove
DownDown on the right side of the rules to change the priority of the rules.

Not ice Not ice If  a request  matches a rule, subsequent rules are not used to match the request. OSS
determines whether a request  matches a back-to-origin rule based on whether the request  meets
the condit ions specified in the rule. OSS does not check whether a request  can obtain the
requested object  from the origin.

Mirroring-based back-to-origin is used to seamlessly migrate data to OSS. This feature allows you to
migrate a service that already runs on an origin that you create or on another cloud service to OSS
without service interruptions. You can use mirroring-based back-to-origin rules during migration to
obtain the data that is not migrated to OSS. This ensures service continuity.

ProcedureProcedure

2.5.8.2. Basic configurations of mirroring-based back-2.5.8.2. Basic configurations of mirroring-based back-

to-originto-origin
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When a requester accesses an object  in the specified bucket but the object  does not exist , you can
specify the URL of the object  in the origin and back-to-origin condit ions to obtain the object. For
example, you have a bucket named example that is located in the China (Hangzhou) region. You want
your requester to obtain the required object  in the examplefolder folder from
 https://www.example.com/  when the requester accesses the object  that does not exist  in the

examplefolder folder of the bucket root folder. To configure a back-to-origin rule, perform the
following steps:

1. 

2. 

3. In the left-side navigation pane, choose Basic Set t ingsBasic Set t ings >  > Back-t o-OriginBack-t o-Origin.

4. Click Conf igureConf igure. Click Creat e RuleCreat e Rule.

5. In the Creat e RuleCreat e Rule panel, set  ModeMode to MirroringMirroring.

6. Configure Prerequisit esPrerequisit es and Origin URLOrigin URL.

Parameter Description

Prerequisit ePrerequisit e

Select File Name Pref ixFile Name Pref ix, and then set File Name Prefix to
examplef older/examplef older/.

Not e Not e File Name Prefix and File Name Suffix are optional.
When you configure multiple back-to-origin rules, you must set
different file name prefixes or suffixes to differentiate back-to-
origin rules.

Origin URLOrigin URL
Set the first  column to ht t psht t ps , the second column to
www.example.comwww.example.com, and the third column to examplef olderexamplef older.

7. Click OKOK.

Access process after the back-to-origin rule is configured:

i. A requester accesses  https://examplebucket.oss-cn-hangzhou.aliyuncs.com/examplefolder/
example.txt  for the first  t ime.

ii. If  the examplefolder/example.txt  object  does not exist  in examplebucket, OSS sends a request
to  https://www.example.com/examplefolder/example.txt .

iii. If  the required object  is obtained, OSS writes the example.txt  object  to the examplefolder
folder in examplebucket and then returns the object  to the requester. If  the required object  is
not obtained, HTTP status code 404 is returned to the requester.

ReferencesReferences
For more information about mirroring-based back-to-origin and some special scenarios, see Special
configurations of mirroring-based back-to-origin.

2.5.8.3. Configure redirection-based back-to-origin2.5.8.3. Configure redirection-based back-to-origin
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After you configure redirect ion-based back-to-origin rules for a bucket, if  an error occurs when a
requester accesses the bucket, OSS redirects the request  to the origin specified by the redirect ion-
based back-to-origin rules. You can use this feature to redirect  requests for objects and develop
various services based on redirect ion.

ProcedureProcedure
If  an error occurs when your visitor accesses a bucket, you can specify the URL of the object  in the origin
and back-to-origin condit ions to redirect  the access to the origin. For example, you have a bucket
named example that is located in the China (Hangzhou) region. You want a requester to be redirected
to obtain the required object  in the examplefolder folder from  https://www.example.com/  when the
requester accesses the object  in the examplefolder folder of the bucket root folder but the object
does not exist .

1. 

2. 

3. In the left-side navigation pane, choose Basic Set t ingsBasic Set t ings >  > Back-t o-OriginBack-t o-Origin.

4. Click Conf igureConf igure. Click Creat e RuleCreat e Rule.

5. In the Creat e RuleCreat e Rule panel, set  ModeMode to Redirect ionRedirect ion.

6. Configure Prerequisit ePrerequisit e and Origin URLOrigin URL.

Parameter Description

Prerequisit ePrerequisit e

Select HT T P St at us CodeHT T P St at us Code, and then set HTTP Status Code to
404404.

Valid values of HTTP status codes: 400 to 599. For more
information about the error information of various HTTP status
codes, see Common errors and troubleshooting.

Select File Name Pref ixFile Name Pref ix, and then set File Name Prefix to
examplef older/examplef older/.

Not e Not e File Name Prefix and File Name Suffix are
optional. When you configure multiple back-to-origin rules,
you must set different file name prefixes or suffixes to
differentiate back-to-origin rules.

Origin URLOrigin URL
Select Add Pref ix or Suf f ixAdd Pref ix or Suf f ix. Set the first  column to ht t psht t ps  and the
second column to www.example.comwww.example.com. Leave another column
empty.

7. Click OKOK.

Access process after the back-to-origin rule is configured:

i. A requester accesses  https://examplebucket.oss-cn-hangzhou.aliyuncs.com/examplefolder/
example.txt  for the first  t ime.

ii. If  the examplefolder/example.txt  object  does not exist  in examplebucket , OSS returns HTTP
status code 301 to the requester and provides  https://www.example.com/examplefolder/exam
ple.txt  for redirect ion.
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iii. The requester accesses  https://www.example.com/examplefolder/example.txt .

The following table describes the parameters you can configure for different scenarios.

Scenario Parameter

An object name prefix is
different from the prefix of the
name of the object in the origin.

Select Replace or Delet e File Pref ixReplace or Delet e File Pref ix, and set the third column of
Origin URLOrigin URL. OSS replaces the File Name Pref ixFile Name Pref ix content with the
content in the third column of Origin URLOrigin URL.

You can configure this item after you configure File Name Pref ixFile Name Pref ix.

Transfer the query string
included in a request from OSS
to the origin.

Select T ransf er querySt ringT ransf er querySt ring.

An HTTP redirect code must be
replaced.

The default HTTP redirect code of a redirection rule is 301. You can
select 302302 or 307307 from the Redirect ion CodeRedirect ion Code drop-down list.

A redirect request is from
Alibaba Cloud CDN.

Specify whether to select Source f rom Alibaba Cloud CDNSource f rom Alibaba Cloud CDN.

When the redirect request is from Alibaba Cloud CDN: If you select
Source f rom Alibaba Cloud CDNSource f rom Alibaba Cloud CDN, CDN automatically follows
redirection rules and then obtains content. If you do not select
Source f rom Alibaba Cloud CDNSource f rom Alibaba Cloud CDN, CDN automatically returns the
URL for redirection to the client.

You can configure event notificat ion rules for objects that you want to monitor in the Object  Storage
Service (OSS) console. If  the events that you specify in the rules occur on these objects, you can receive
notificat ions from the specified HTTP servers or Message Service (MNS) queues in real t ime.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
MNS is act ivated. You can go to the MNS product page to act ivate MNS.

Usage notesUsage notes
You are charged by MNS when you use the event notificat ion feature. For more information about
the pricing, see Pricing.

The event notificat ion feature is not supported in the following regions: China (Heyuan), China
(Guangzhou), China (Hohhot), China (Ulanqab), UAE (Dubai), and Malaysia (Kuala Lumpur).

You can configure up to 10 event notificat ion rules in a region.

Notificat ions are not sent for TS and M3U8 objects that are generated by ingesting streams over
Real-Time Messaging Protocol (RTMP). For more information about RTMP-based stream ingest, see
Overview.

For more information about the event notificat ion feature, see Overview.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Log on to the OSS console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click Bucket sBucket s. On the Buckets page, click the name of the bucket

2.5.9. Configure event notification rules2.5.9. Configure event notification rules
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for which you want to configure event notificat ion rules.

3. In the left-side navigation pane, choose Basic Set t ingsBasic Set t ings >  > Event  Not if icat ionEvent  Not if icat ion.

4. In the Event Notificat ion sect ion, click Conf igureConf igure. On the page that appears, click Creat e RuleCreat e Rule.

5. In the Creat e RuleCreat e Rule panel, configure the rule parameters that are described in the following table.

Parameter Description

Rule NameRule Name

Specify the name of the event notification rule.

The name of each event notification rule that is created by using the same
Alibaba Cloud account must be unique in the same region. The name of an
event notification rule must start with a letter and can contain only letters,
digits, and hyphens (-). The name cannot exceed 85 characters in length.

Event sEvent s

Select one or more events that can trigger the event notification rule from the
drop-down list. For example, if you want to receive a notification when a
specific object is created or overwritten by copying an object, select
CopyObject.

You can configure an event notification rule for a specific object and specify
multiple types of events that can trigger the rule. You can also configure
multiple event notification rules for an object. When you configure multiple
event notification rules, take note of the following items:

If the multiple event notification rules apply to the same object, the values
of this parameter in these rules must be different. For example, if you select
CopyObject for Events when you create an event notification rule for objects
whose names contain the  images  prefix, CopyObject cannot be selected
for Events when you create another event notification rule for objects whose
names contain the same prefix.   

If the multiple event notification rules apply to different objects, the values
of this parameter in these rules can be the same. For example, if you select
PutObject for Events when you create an event notification rule for objects
whose names contain the  images  prefix and the  .png  suffix, you can
select PutObject or DeleteObject for Events when you create another event
notification rule for objects whose names contain the  log  prefix and the
 .jpg  suffix.

Not ice Not ice If you do not specify the version ID when you delete an
object from a versioned bucket, the DeleteObject or DeleteObjects event
notification is not triggered. In this case, no version of the object is
deleted. The current version of the object is converted into a previous
version and a delete marker is added to the object.

For more information about the object operations that correspond to the
event types, see Events.
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ResourceResource
Descript ionDescript ion

Specify the objects to which the event notification rule applies.

Select Full NameFull Name to apply the rule to an object whose name matches the
specified name.

To create a rule that applies to an object named exampleobject.txt in the
root directory of the bucket, enter exampleobject.txt.

To create a rule that applies to an object named myphoto.jpg in the
destdir directory within the root directory of the bucket, enter destdir/my
photo.jpg.

Select Pref ix and Suf f ixPref ix and Suf f ix to apply the rule to objects whose names contain
the specified prefix and suffix.

To create a rule that applies to all objects in the bucket, leave Prefix and
Suffix empty.

To create a rule that applies to all objects in the examplefolder directory
within the root directory of the bucket, set Prefix to examplefolder/ and
leave Suffix empty.

To create a rule that applies to all JPG objects in the bucket, leave Prefix
empty and set Suffix to .jpg.

To create a rule that applies to all MP3 objects in the examplefolder
directory within the root directory of the bucket, set Prefix to examplefol
der/ and Suffix to .mp3.

To create a Resource Description entry, click AddAdd. You can create up to five
Resource Descript ionResource Descript ion entries.

EndpointEndpoint

Specify the endpoint to which notifications are sent. Valid values: HT T PHT T P and
QueueQueue.

HT T PHT T P: Enter the address of the HTTP endpoint to which notifications are
sent. Example:  http://198.51.100.1:8080 . For more information
about how to enable an HTTP endpoint, see Manage topics and
HttpEndpoint.

QueueQueue: Enter the name of an MNS queue. For more information about how
to create a queue, see Create a queue.

To create an endpoint, click AddAdd. You can create up to five endpoint sendpoint s .

Parameter Description

6. Click OKOK.

After you configure the event notificat ion rule, the rule takes effect  after approximately 10
minutes.

If  you no longer use a bucket, delete the bucket to stop unexpected charges.

Warning Warning Deleted buckets cannot be restored. Exercise caution when you perform this
operation.

2.5.10. Delete a bucket2.5.10. Delete a bucket
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PrerequisitesPrerequisites
All objects in the bucket are deleted.

For more information about how to manually delete a small number of objects, see Delete objects.

To delete a large number of objects, we recommend that you configure lifecycle rules to batch
delete the objects. For more information about how to delete a large number of objects, see
Configure lifecycle rules.

Not iceNot ice

If versioning is enabled for the bucket that you want to delete, make sure that all versions of
objects in the bucket are deleted. For more information about how to delete all versions of
objects in a bucket, see Configure versioning.

Parts that are uploaded by mult ipart  upload or resumable upload tasks in the bucket are deleted. For
more information about how to delete parts in a bucket, see Manage parts.

All LiveChannels in the bucket are deleted. For more information about how to delete LiveChannels,
see DeleteLiveChannel.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Log on to the OSS console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click Bucket sBucket s. On the Buckets page, click the name of the bucket
that you want to manage.

3. In the left-side navigation pane, choose Basic Set t ingsBasic Set t ings >  > Delet e BucketDelet e Bucket .

4. Click Delet e BucketDelet e Bucket . In the message that appears, click OKOK.

Cross-region replicat ion (CRR) provides automatic and asynchronous (near real-t ime) replicat ion of
objects across buckets in different Object  Storage Service (OSS) regions. CRR can also synchronize
operations such as create, overwrite, and delete operations performed on objects from a source bucket
to a dest ination bucket.

Usage notesUsage notes
Billing

You are charged for the traffic that is generated when you use CRR to replicate objects in OSS. For
more information about the billing methods, see Traffic fees.

Each t ime an object  is synchronized, OSS accumulates the number of requests, and you are
charged for the requests. For more information about the billing methods, see API fees.

If  you enable transfer acceleration, you are charged for the feature. For more information about
the billing methods, see Transfer acceleration fees.

Replication t ime

2.6. Redundancy for fault tolerance2.6. Redundancy for fault tolerance
2.6.1. Configure CRR2.6.1. Configure CRR
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In CRR, data is replicated asynchronously in near real t ime. The t ime that is required to replicate data
from the source bucket to the dest ination bucket may range from a few minutes to a few hours. The
replicat ion t ime varies based on the data size.

LimitsLimits
Limits on regions

CRR is unavailable in the South Korea (Seoul) and Thailand (Bangkok) region. For more information
about the regions in which OSS data centers are located, see Regions and endpoints.

You must enable transfer acceleration when you perform CRR between the regions inside and
outside the Chinese mainland.

CRR rules based on object  tags can be configured only in the following scenarios:

The source region is China (Hangzhou), and the dest ination region is a region except for China
(Hangzhou).

The source region is Australia (Sydney), and the dest ination region is a region outside the Chinese
mainland and except for Australia (Sydney).

Limits on operations

You can configure CRR between two unversioned buckets or two versioned buckets.

The versioning status of two buckets between which a CRR rule is configured cannot be changed.

If  you configure a CRR rule for two buckets, an object  replicated from the source bucket may
overwrite an object  that has the same name in the dest ination bucket.

You can configure CRR rules to synchronize data from a source bucket to mult iple dest ination
buckets. You can configure up to 100 CRR rules for a bucket. You can specify a bucket as a source
bucket or a dest ination bucket. If  you want to configure more than 100 CRR rules for a bucket,
contact  technical support.

Cold Archive objects in the source bucket cannot be synchronized to the dest ination bucket.

Appendable objects cannot be synchronized from a source bucket to a dest ination bucket whose
storage class is Cold Archive.

Enable CRREnable CRR
1. Log on to the OSS console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click Bucket sBucket s, and then click the name of the bucket for which you
want to enable CRR.

3. In the left-side navigation pane, choose Redundancy f or Fault  T oleranceRedundancy f or Fault  T olerance >  > Cross-RegionCross-Region
Replicat ionReplicat ion. In the Cross-Region Replicat ionCross-Region Replicat ion sect ion, click Conf igureConf igure.

4. Click Cross-Region Replicat ionCross-Region Replicat ion. In the Cross-Region Replicat ionCross-Region Replicat ion panel, configure the
parameters. The following table describes the parameters.

Parameter Description

Source RegionSource Region Specify the region in which the current bucket is located.

Source BucketSource Bucket Specify the name of the current bucket.

Dest inat ionDest inat ion
RegionRegion

Specify the region in which the destination bucket is located.
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Dest inat ion BucketDest inat ion Bucket Specify the destination bucket to which you want to synchronize data.

Accelerat ion T ypeAccelerat ion T ype

Specify the acceleration type. Only T ransf er Accelerat ionT ransf er Accelerat ion is supported. You
can use transfer acceleration to accelerate data transfer when you replicate
data across regions in the Chinese mainland and outside the Chinese mainland.
If you enable transfer acceleration, you are charged for the use of this feature.
For more information about the billing methods, see Transfer acceleration
fees.

Applied T oApplied T o

Specify the source data that you want to synchronize.

All Files in Source BucketAll Files in Source Bucket : OSS synchronizes all objects from the source
bucket to the destination bucket.

Files wit h Specif ied Pref ixFiles wit h Specif ied Pref ix: OSS synchronizes the objects whose names
contain the specified prefix from the source bucket to the destination
bucket. You can specify up to 10 prefixes.

Object  T aggingObject  T agging

Specify the tags of objects that you want to synchronize to the destination
bucket. Objects that have the specified tags are synchronized to the
destination bucket. Select Conf igure RulesConf igure Rules  and add tags in key-value pairs.
You can add up to 10 tags.

When you configure this parameter, make sure that the following conditions
are met:

Tags are configured for objects. For more information, see Configure object
tagging.

Versioning is enabled for the source bucket and the destination bucket.

The Operations parameter is set to Add/ChangeAdd/Change.

If the source region is China (Hangzhou), the destination region can be any
region except China (Hangzhou). If the source region is Australia (Sydney),
the destination region can be any region outside the Chinese mainland
except Australia (Sydney).

Operat ionsOperat ions

Specify the synchronization policy.

Add/ChangeAdd/Change: OSS synchronizes the data changes including the create and
overwrite operations on objects from the source bucket to the destination
bucket.

Add/Delet e/ChangeAdd/Delet e/Change: OSS synchronizes all data changes including the
create, overwrite, and delete operations on objects from the source bucket
to the destination bucket.

If you use the multipart upload method to upload an object to the source
bucket, each uploaded part is synchronized to the destination bucket. The
complete object that is obtained by calling the CompleteMultipartUpload
operation is also synchronized to the destination bucket.

For more information about how to configure CRR for objects in versioned
buckets, see CRR in specific scenarios.

Parameter Description
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Replicat eReplicat e
Hist orical Dat aHist orical Dat a

Specify whether to synchronize historical data in the source bucket before you
enable CRR for the source bucket.

YesYes : OSS synchronizes historical data to the destination bucket.

Not ice Not ice When historical data is synchronized, objects in the
source bucket may overwrite objects that have the same names in the
destination bucket. To prevent data loss, we recommend that you
enable versioning for the source and destination buckets.

NoNo : OSS synchronizes only objects that are uploaded or updated after the
CRR rule takes effect to the destination bucket.

KMS-basedKMS-based
Encrypt ionEncrypt ion

If KMS-based encryption is configured for the source objects or destination
bucket, you must select KMS-based Encrypt ionKMS-based Encrypt ion and configure the following
parameters:

CMK IDCMK ID: specifies a customer master key (CMK) that is used to encrypt the
destination object.

If you want to use a CMK to encrypt objects, you must create a CMK in the
same region as the destination bucket in the Key Management Service (KMS)
console. For more information, see Create a CMK.

RAM Role NameRAM Role Name: specifies a RAM role that is authorized to perform KMS-
based encryption on the destination object.

New RAM RoleNew RAM Role: A RAM role is created to perform KMS-based encryption
on the destination object. The name of the RAM role is in the following
format:  kms-replication-source bucket name-destination bucket
name .

AliyunOSSRoleAliyunOSSRole: The AliyunOSSRole role is used to perform KMS-based
encryption on the destination object. If the AliyunOSSRole role does not
exist, OSS automatically creates the AliyunOSSRole role when you select
this option.

Not eNot e

You can use HeadObject to query the encryption status of the
source object and use GetBucketEncryption to query the encryption
status of the destination bucket.

For more information about how to configure CRR for buckets for
which server-side encryption is configured, see CRR in specific
scenarios.

Parameter Description

5. Click OKOK.

After you create a CRR rule, the rule cannot be edited or deleted.

After you configure a CRR rule, the synchronization task starts in 3 to 5 minutes. To view the
synchronization progress, choose Redundancy f or Fault  T oleranceRedundancy f or Fault  T olerance >  > Cross-RegionCross-Region
Replicat ionReplicat ion on the management page of the source bucket.
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In CRR, data is replicated asynchronously. Depending on the amount of data, it  can take a few
minutes to several hours to replicate data to the dest ination bucket.

Disable CRRDisable CRR
You can click DisableDisable to disable CRR.

After you disable CRR, the replicated data is stored in the dest ination bucket. However, the incremental
data in the source bucket is not replicated to the dest ination bucket.

Same-region replicat ion (SRR) allows you to replicate objects across buckets within the same region in
an automatic and asynchronous (near real-t ime) manner. Operations such as the creation, overwrit ing,
and delet ion of objects can be synchronized from a source bucket to dest ination buckets.

Usage notesUsage notes
Billing

After SRR is enabled, you are not charged for the traffic that is generated when you use SRR to
replicate objects from the source bucket to the dest ination bucket in Object  Storage Service (OSS).
Each t ime an object  is synchronized, OSS accumulates the number of requests. However, you are not
charged for the requests.

Replication t ime

In SRR, data is replicated asynchronously in near real t ime. The t ime required to replicate data from
the source bucket to the dest ination bucket may be a few minutes to several hours. The replicat ion
time varies based on the data size.

Usage notesUsage notes
You can configure CRR between two unversioned buckets or two versioned buckets.

The versioning status of two buckets between which a CRR rule is configured cannot be changed.

If  you configure a CRR rule for two buckets, an object  replicated from the source bucket may
overwrite an object  that has the same name in the dest ination bucket.

Cold Archive objects in the source bucket cannot be synchronized to the dest ination bucket.

Appendable objects cannot be synchronized from a source bucket to a dest ination bucket whose
storage class is Cold Archive.

Enable SRREnable SRR
1. Log on to the OSS console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click Bucket sBucket s. On the page that appears, click the name of the
bucket for which you want to enable SRR.

3. In the left-side navigation pane, choose Redundancy f or Fault  T oleranceRedundancy f or Fault  T olerance >  > Same-RegionSame-Region
Replicat ionReplicat ion.

4. In the Same-Region Replicat ionSame-Region Replicat ion sect ion, click Conf igureConf igure.

2.6.2. Configure SRR2.6.2. Configure SRR
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5. Click Same-Region Replicat ionSame-Region Replicat ion.

6. In the Same-Region Replicat ionSame-Region Replicat ion panel, configure the parameters described in the following
table.

Parameter Description

Source RegionSource Region The region in which the current bucket is located.

Source BucketSource Bucket The name of the current bucket.

Dest inat ion BucketDest inat ion Bucket Select the destination bucket to which you want to synchronize data.

Applied T oApplied T o

Select the source data that you want to synchronize.

All Files in Source BucketAll Files in Source Bucket : OSS synchronizes all objects from the source
bucket to the destination bucket.

Files wit h Specif ied Pref ixFiles wit h Specif ied Pref ix: OSS synchronizes the objects whose names
contain a specified prefix from the source bucket to the destination bucket.
You can specify up to 10 prefixes.

Object  T aggingObject  T agging

The tags of objects that you want to synchronize to the destination bucket.
Objects that have the specified tags are synchronized to the destination
bucket. Select Conf igure RulesConf igure Rules  and add tags in key-value pairs. You can add
up to 10 tags.

To configure this parameter, make sure that the following conditions are met:

Tags are configured for objects. For more information, see Configure object
tagging.

Versioning is enabled for the source bucket and the destination bucket.

The Operations parameter is set to Add/ChangeAdd/Change.

Operat ionsOperat ions

Select the operations to synchronize.

Add/ChangeAdd/Change: OSS synchronizes only the added or changed data from the
source bucket to the destination bucket.

Add/Delet e/ChangeAdd/Delet e/Change: OSS synchronizes all data changes including the
create, overwrite, and delete operations on objects from the source bucket
to the destination bucket.

Replicat eReplicat e
Hist orical Dat aHist orical Dat a

Specifies whether to synchronize historical data in the source bucket before
you enable SRR for the source bucket.

YesYes : OSS synchronizes historical data to the destination bucket.

Not ice Not ice When historical data is synchronized, objects in the
source bucket may overwrite objects that have the same names in the
destination bucket. To avoid data loss, we recommend that you enable
versioning for the source and destination buckets.

NoNo : OSS synchronizes only objects that are uploaded or updated after the
SRR rule takes effect to the destination bucket.
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KMS-basedKMS-based
Encrypt ionEncrypt ion

If KMS-based encryption is configured for the source objects or destination
bucket, you must select KMS-based Encrypt ionKMS-based Encrypt ion and configure the following
parameters:

CMK IDCMK ID: The customer master key (CMK) that is used to encrypt the
destination object.

If you want to use a CMK to encrypt objects, you must create a CMK in the
same region as the destination bucket in the Key Management Service (KMS)
console. For more information, see Create a CMK.

RAM Role NameRAM Role Name: The RAM role that is authorized to perform KMS-based
encryption on the destination object.

New RAM RoleNew RAM Role: A RAM role is created to perform KMS-based encryption
on the destination object. The name of the RAM role is in the following
format:  kms-replication-source bucket name-destination bucket
name .

AliyunOSSRoleAliyunOSSRole: The AliyunOSSRole role is used to perform KMS-based
encryption on the destination object. If the AliyunOSSRole role does not
exist, OSS automatically creates the AliyunOSSRole role when you select
this option.

Not e Not e You can use HeadObject to query the encryption status of the
source object and use GetBucketEncryption to query the encryption state
of the destination bucket.

Parameter Description

7. Click OKOK.

An SRR rule cannot be edited or deleted after it  is created.

The synchronization starts immediately after an SRR rule is configured. You can view the
synchronization progress on the Same-Region Replicat ionSame-Region Replicat ion page.

It  can take several minutes to several hours for the data to be synchronized to the dest ination
bucket based on the amount of data.

Disable SRRDisable SRR
You can click DisableDisable to disable SRR.

After you disable SRR, the replicated data is stored in the dest ination bucket. However, the incremental
data in the source bucket is not synchronized to the dest ination bucket any more.

2.6.3. Configure versioning2.6.3. Configure versioning
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Object  Storage Service (OSS) allows you to configure versioning to protect  data at  the bucket level.
After you enable versioning for a bucket, data that is overwritten or deleted in the bucket is saved as a
previous version. You can use versioning to restore a previous version of an object  that is accidentally
overwritten or deleted.

ContextContext
If  you enable versioning for a bucket, you are charged for the storage of all versions of objects in the
bucket. If  you download or restore a previous version of an object, you are charged for the requests
and traffic. To prevent unnecessary storage fees, we recommend that you delete the previous versions
of objects that you no longer need at  your earliest  opportunity. For more information, see Billing
overview.

Enable versioningEnable versioning
When versioning is enabled for a bucket, OSS specifies a unique ID for each version of an object  stored
in the bucket.

Enable versioning when you create a bucket

i. Log on to the OSS console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click Bucket sBucket s. On the Buckets page, click Creat e BucketCreat e Bucket .

iii. In the Creat e BucketCreat e Bucket  panel, configure the parameters.

Set  VersioningVersioning to Act ivat eAct ivat e. For more information about how to configure other parameters,
see Create buckets.

iv. Click OKOK.

Enable versioning for an exist ing bucket

i. In the left-side navigation pane, click Bucket sBucket s. On the Buckets page, click the name of the
bucket for which you want to enable versioning.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, choose Redundancy f or Fault  T oleranceRedundancy f or Fault  T olerance >  > VersioningVersioning.

iii. Click Conf igureConf igure. Set  Versioning to EnabledEnabled.

iv. Click SaveSave.

After versioning is enabled for a bucket, you can view all versions of objects in the bucket on the FilesFiles
page. If  you want to view only the current versions of objects, set  Display Previous VersionsDisplay Previous Versions to HideHide.
Hiding previous versions of objects does not increase the response speed when you list  objects. If  the
response speed is slow when you list  objects, see Low response speed to troubleshoot and fix the
problem.

Restore a previous versionRestore a previous version
To restore a specified previous version of an object  as the current version, perform the following steps:

1. In the left-side navigation pane, click FilesFiles.

2. Restore a specified previous version of an object  as the current version.

Not ice Not ice You can restore only one previous version of an object  at  a t ime. The previous
version that you want to restore cannot be a delete marker.

Restore the previous version of an object
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Click Rest oreRest ore in the Act ions column that corresponds to the previous version that you want to
restore.

Restore the previous versions of mult iple objects

Select  the previous versions that you want to restore and then choose Bat ch Operat ionBat ch Operat ion > >
Rest oreRest ore.

Download a specified version of an objectDownload a specified version of an object
To download a specified version of an object, perform the following steps:

1. In the left-side navigation pane, click FilesFiles.

2. Click the version that you want to download. In the panel that appears, click DownloadDownload on the
right side of Object  URLObject  URL.

3. Select  the location where you want to store the downloaded version and then click SaveSave.

Delete a previous version of an objectDelete a previous version of an object
To minimize storage costs, we recommend that you delete the previous versions of objects that you no
longer need at  your earliest  opportunity.

WarningWarning

You cannot restore a previous version of an object  after it  is deleted. Proceed with caution.

1. In the left-side navigation pane, click FilesFiles.

2. Click Permanent ly Delet ePermanent ly Delet e in the Act ions column that corresponds to the previous version you
want to delete.

To delete mult iple previous versions of an object, select  the previous versions that you want to
delete and choose Bat ch Operat ionBat ch Operat ion >  > Permanent ly Delet ePermanent ly Delet e.

3. Click OKOK.

You can also configure lifecycle rules to allow OSS to periodically delete previous versions. For more
information, see Configure lifecycle rules.

Suspend versioningSuspend versioning
You can suspend versioning for a versioned bucket to stop OSS from generating new versions for
objects. If  a new version is generated for an object  in a versioning-suspended bucket, OSS sets the ID of
the new version to null and retains the previous versions of the object.

To suspend versioning for a bucket, perform the following steps:

1. In the left-side navigation pane, click Bucket sBucket s. On the Buckets page, click the name of the bucket
for which you want to suspend versioning.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, choose Redundancy f or Fault  T oleranceRedundancy f or Fault  T olerance >  > VersioningVersioning.

3. Click Conf igureConf igure and set  the versioning state to SuspendedSuspended.

4. Click SaveSave.

2.7. Manage logs2.7. Manage logs
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A large number of logs are generated when your Object  Storage Service (OSS) buckets are accessed.
After you enable and configure logging for a bucket, OSS generates logs every hour in accordance with
predefined naming conventions and then stores the logs as objects in a specified bucket. You can use
Alibaba Cloud Log Service or build a Spark cluster to analyze the logs.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Log on to the OSS console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click Bucket sBucket s. On the Buckets page, click the name of the bucket
for which you want to configure logging.

3. In the left-side navigation pane, choose LoggingLogging >  > LoggingLogging.

4. Click Conf igureConf igure. Set  Dest ination Bucket and Log Prefix.

Dest inat ion BucketDest inat ion Bucket : Select  a bucket name from the Destination Bucket drop-down list . You can
only select  a bucket that is located in the same region as the bucket for which logging is enabled
within the same Alibaba Cloud account.

Log Pref ixLog Pref ix: Enter the path and prefix of the logs. If  you specify this parameter, log objects are
stored in a specified directory of the dest ination bucket. If  you do not specify this parameter, log
objects are stored in the root directory of the dest ination bucket. For example, if  you enter log/
in the Log Prefix field, the log objects are stored in the log/ directory.

5. Click SaveSave.

When you access Object  Storage Service (OSS) resources, a large number of logs are generated. OSS
uses Log Service to help you query and collect  stat ist ics for OSS access logs and audit  access to OSS in
the OSS console, track exception events, and troubleshoot problems. This helps you improve work
efficiency and make informed decisions.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
Log Service is act ivated.

If  you have not act ivated Log Service, go to the Log Service product page.

Log Service is authorized to access OSS.

If  you have not authorized Log Service to access OSS, visit  Cloud Resource Access Authorization and
follow the instruct ions to complete the authorization.

BillingBilling
When you use the real-t ime log feature, fees are generated if  the following condit ions occur:

Real-t ime log query allows you to query logs over the last  seven days free of charge. If  the log
retention t ime that you set  is longer than seven days, you are charged for the excess days.

Log Service allows you to store 900 GB of logs (equivalent to 900 million 1-KB log entries) per day
free of charge. You are charged for the excess logs.

You are charged for traffic consumed when you read data from or write data to Log Service over the
Internet.

2.7.1. Configure logging2.7.1. Configure logging

2.7.2. Query real-time logs2.7.2. Query real-time logs
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For more information about the billing standards, see Pay-as-you-go.

Enable real-time log queryEnable real-time log query
You can use one of the following methods to enable real-t ime log query:

i. Log on to the OSS console.

ii. On the OverviewOverview page, click Creat e BucketCreat e Bucket  on the right side.

iii. In the Creat e BucketCreat e Bucket  dialog box, set  Real-t ime Log QueryReal-t ime Log Query to EnableEnable. For more information
about other parameters, see Create buckets.

iv. Click OKOK.

Method 1: Enable real-time log query when you create a bucketMethod 1: Enable real-time log query when you create a bucket
i. Log on to the OSS console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click Bucket sBucket s. On the Buckets page, click the name of the
bucket for which you want to enable real-t ime log query.

iii. In the left-side navigation pane, choose LoggingLogging >  > Real-t ime Log QueryReal-t ime Log Query.

iv. Click Act ivat e NowAct ivat e Now.

Method 2: Enable real-time log query for an existing bucketMethod 2: Enable real-time log query for an existing bucket
Real-t ime log query allows you to query logs over the last  seven days free of charge. You can click
Conf ig Log Ret ent ion T imeConf ig Log Ret ent ion T ime in the upper-right corner to modify the retention t ime of logs.

Query real-time logsQuery real-time logs
You can use one of the following methods to query real-t ime logs:

i. Log on to the OSS console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click Bucket sBucket s. On the Buckets page, click the name of the
bucket whose logs you want to query.

iii. In the left-side navigation pane, choose LoggingLogging >  > Real-t ime Log QueryReal-t ime Log Query.

iv. Click Original LogOriginal Log to analyze logs.
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You can specify the t ime range and query statement in real-t ime log queries. For example, you
can analyze the distribution of a specified field such as an API operation within a specified t ime
range. You can also filter the query results by condit ions to view required access records.

Method 1: Query real-time logs on the Original Log pageMethod 1: Query real-time logs on the Original Log page
i. Log on to the OSS console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click Bucket sBucket s. On the Buckets page, click the name of the
bucket whose logs you want to query.

iii. In the left-side navigation pane, choose LoggingLogging >  > Real-t ime Log QueryReal-t ime Log Query.

iv. Click DashboardDashboard to analyze logs.

Dashboard allows you to view the following types of reports:

Access Cent erAccess Cent er: displays the overall operating status including the PV, UV, traffic, and access
distribution over the Internet.

Audit  Cent erAudit  Cent er: displays stat ist ics on object  operations including read, write, and delete
operations.

Operat ion Cent erOperat ion Cent er: displays stat ist ics on access logs including the number of requests and
distribution of failed operations.

Perf ormance Cent erPerf ormance Cent er: displays stat ist ics on performance including the performance of
downloads and uploads over the Internet, the performance of transmission over different
networks or with different object  sizes, and the list  of differences between stored and
downloaded objects.

Method 2: Query real-time logs on the Dashboard pageMethod 2: Query real-time logs on the Dashboard page
Log on to the Log Service console to query real-t ime OSS logs. For more information, see OSS access
logs.

Method 3: Query real-time logs in the Log Service consoleMethod 3: Query real-time logs in the Log Service console

Disable real-time log queryDisable real-time log query
If  you no longer need to retain log data, perform the following steps to disable real-t ime log query:

1. Log on to the OSS console.
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2. In the left-side navigation pane, click Bucket sBucket s. On the Buckets page, click the name of the bucket
whose logs you want to disable.

3. Choose LoggingLogging >  > Real-t ime Log QueryReal-t ime Log Query.

4. Click Disable Real-t ime Log QueryDisable Real-t ime Log Query in the upper-right corner.

Not ice Not ice When you enable real-t ime log query, Log Service projects are automatically
created. However, the projects are not automatically deleted when you disable real-t ime log
query. Therefore, after real-t ime log query is disabled, you must log on to the Log Service
console to delete the projects that are automatically created to avoid unexpected charges.
For more information, see Delete a project.

ReferencesReferences
For more information about log query, see Real-t ime log query.

For more information about OSS logging, see Configure logging.

You can encapsulate mult iple image processing (IMG) parameters in a style and perform complex IMG
operations by using the style.

ContextContext
Up to 50 styles can be created for a bucket. These styles can be used only for image objects in the
bucket. If  you want to create more than 50 styles, contact  technical support.

Create a styleCreate a style
1. 

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click Bucket sBucket s. On the Buckets page, click the bucket that you want
to configure.

3. In the left-side navigation pane, choose Dat a ProcessingDat a Processing >  > Image Processing (IMG)Image Processing (IMG). Then, click
Creat e RuleCreat e Rule.

4. In the Creat e RuleCreat e Rule pane, configure the style.

You can use Basic EditBasic Edit  or Advanced EditAdvanced Edit  to create a style:

Basic EditBasic Edit : You can use the IMG parameters listed by using the graphical user interface (GUI) to
choose the IMG methods. For example, resize an image, add a watermark, and modify the image
format.

Advanced EditAdvanced Edit : You can use the API code to edit  the IMG methods. The format is:  image/acti
on1,parame_value1/action2,parame_value2/... . For more information about supported IMG
parameters, see the "Parameters" sect ion of the Overview topic.

Example:  image/resize,p_63/quality,q_90  indicates that the image is scaled down to 63% of
the source image, and then the relat ive quality of the image is set  to 90%.

2.8. Data Processing2.8. Data Processing
2.8.1. Configure image styles2.8.1. Configure image styles
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Not e Not e If  you want to add image and text  watermarks to images at  the same t ime by
using a style, use Advanced EditAdvanced Edit  to create the style.

5. Click OKOK.

Apply stylesApply styles
After the style is created, you can use the style in the bucket to process your image objects.

1. On the buckets page, click FilesFiles.

2. Click the name of the image.

3. In the View Det ailsView Det ails panel, select  an image style from the Image St yleImage St yle drop-down list .

You can view the processed image in the View Det ailsView Det ails panel. Right-click the image and click SaveSave
AsAs to save the image to your local computer.

You can also add styles to the IMG URLs and SDKs. For more information, see Usage notes.

Import the styles of the source bucket to the destination bucketImport the styles of the source bucket to the destination bucket
You can export  styles that are created in the source bucket and import  the styles to the dest ination
bucket. This way, you can apply styles in the dest ination bucket to process image objects.

1. Export  styles in the source bucket.

i. On the Overview page of the source bucket, choose Dat a ProcessingDat a Processing >  > Image ProcessingImage Processing
(IMG)(IMG) in the left-side navigation pane.

ii. Click ExportExport .

iii. In the Save AsSave As dialog box, select  the path to which you want to save the style, and click
SaveSave.

2. Import  styles to the dest ination bucket.

i. On the Overview page of the dest ination bucket, choose Dat a ProcessingDat a Processing >  > ImageImage
Processing (IMG)Processing (IMG) in the left-side navigation pane.

ii. Click ImportImport .

iii. In the OpenOpen dialog box, select  the exported style file and click OpenOpen.

After the style is imported to the dest ination bucket, you can use the style to process images
stored in the bucket.

Simplify IMG URLs that have style parametersSimplify IMG URLs that have style parameters
IMG URLs that have styles contain file access URLs, style parameters, and style names. Example:
https://image-demo-oss-zhangjiakou.oss-cn-zhangjiakou.aliyuncs.com/example.jpg? x-oss-
process=style/small. You can replace the  ?x-oss-process=style/  f ield by using custom delimiters to
simplify the IMG URL. For example, set  the custom delimiter to an exclamation point  (!). IMG URLs can be
replaced by https://image-demo-oss-zhangjiakou.oss-cn-zhangjiakou.aliyuncs.com/example.jpg!
small.

1. On the Overview page of the bucket, choose Dat a ProcessingDat a Processing >  > Image Processing (IMG)Image Processing (IMG) in the
left-side navigation pane.

2. Click Access Set t ingsAccess Set t ings.

3. On the Access Set t ingsAccess Set t ings pane, select  Delimit ersDelimit ers.
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Only hyphens (-), underscores (_), forward slashes (/), and exclamation points (?) can be used as
delimiters.

4. Click OKOK.

You can also bind a custom domain name to the bucket to further simplify the IMG URL. For
example, if  the sample bucket is bound to the  example.com  custom domain name , the sample
URL can be replaced with  https://example.com/example.jpg! small . After you bind a custom
domain name, you can also preview the effect  of IMG online. For more information, see Map custom
domain names.

ReferencesReferences
For more information about how to use IMG parameters to process images, see IMG implementation
modes.

For more information about how to save processed images in OSS, see Save processed images.
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Objects are basic units for user operations in OSS. The maximum size of an object  is 48.8 TB. The number
of objects stored in a bucket is not limited.

After you create a bucket in a region, the objects uploaded to the bucket are retained in this region,
unless you manually migrate the objects to another region. You can access the objects anywhere if  you
have access permissions.

You must have write permissions on a bucket to upload objects to the bucket. Uploaded objects are
displayed as files or folders in the OSS console. This topic describes how to create, manage, and delete
objects and folders in the OSS console.

You can upload objects up to 5 GB in size in the Object  Storage Service (OSS) console.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
A bucket is created. For more information, see Create buckets.

ContextContext
To upload objects larger than 5 GB in size, we recommend that you use Mult ipart  upload of OSS SDKs or
OSS APIs, graphical management tool ossbrowser, or command-line tool ossutil.

In Alibaba Finance Cloud, you cannot upload objects by using the OSS console because OSS does not
have a region connected to the Internet. To upload objects, you must use OSS SDKs, ossutil, or
ossbrowser.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Log on to the OSS console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click Bucket sBucket s. On the Buckets page, click the name of the bucket
to which you want to upload objects.

3. In the left-side navigation pane, click the FilesFiles tab. On the page that appears, click UploadUpload.

4. In the UploadUpload panel, configure the parameters described in the following table.

i. The following table describes the basic sett ings.

Parameter Description

3.Upload, download, and3.Upload, download, and
manage objectsmanage objects
3.1. Overview3.1. Overview

3.2. Upload objects3.2. Upload objects
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Upload T oUpload T o

Set the path in which to store an object after the object is uploaded to the
bucket.

CurrentCurrent : Objects are uploaded to the current directory.

Specif iedSpecif ied: Objects are uploaded to the specified directory. You must
enter the directory name. If the directory whose name you entered does
not exist, OSS automatically creates the directory and uploads the object
to the directory.

The directory must meet the following naming conventions:

The name can contain only UTF-8 characters. The name must be 1 to
254 characters in length.

The name cannot start with a forward slash (/) or backslash (\).

The name cannot contain consecutive forward slashes (/).

The name of the directory cannot be   ..  .

File ACLFile ACL

Set the access control list  (ACL) for the object.

Inherit ed f rom BucketInherit ed f rom Bucket : The ACL of the object is the same as that of
the bucket.

Privat ePrivat e: Only the object owner or authorized users can read and write
the objects to upload. Other users, including anonymous users, cannot
access the objects without authorization. We recommend that you set
the File ACL parameter to this value.

Public ReadPublic Read: Only the owner or authorized users of this bucket can
write the objects to upload. Other users, including anonymous users, can
only read the objects. If you set the File ACL parameter to this value, the
objects may be unexpectedly accessed, which results in out-of-control
costs.

Public Read/Writ ePublic Read/Writ e: All users, including anonymous users, can read and
write the objects to upload. If you set the File ACL parameter to public
read/write, the objects may be unexpectedly accessed, which results in
out-of-control costs. If a user uploads prohibited data or information,
your legitimate interests and rights may be infringed. Therefore, we
recommend that you do not set the File ACL parameter to public
read/write except in special cases.

For more information about object ACLs, see Object ACL.

UploadUpload
Accelerat ionAccelerat ion

After transfer acceleration is enabled for the bucket that contains the
object, you can turn on Upload Accelerat ionUpload Accelerat ion if you want to accelerate
the upload of the object.

For more information about transfer acceleration, see Transfer
acceleration.

Parameter Description
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Files t o UploadFiles t o Upload

Select the files or directories that you want to upload.

You can click Select  FilesSelect  Files  to select a local file or click Select  FoldersSelect  Folders  to
select a directory. You can also drag the required local file or directory to
the Files to Upload section.

If you select an unnecessary object, click RemoveRemove in the Actions column
that corresponds to the object to remove the object.

Not iceNot ice

When you upload an object that has the same name as an
existing object in OSS to an unversioned bucket, the existing
object is overwritten.

When you upload an object that has the same name as an
existing object in OSS to a versioned bucket, the existing object
becomes a previous version, and the uploaded object becomes
the latest version.

Parameter Description

ii. (Optional) Configure advanced sett ings such as Storage Class and Encryption Method.

Parameter Description

St orage ClassSt orage Class

Set the storage class of the object.

Inherit ed f rom BucketInherit ed f rom Bucket : The storage class of the object is the same as
that of the bucket.

St andardSt andard: Standard is suitable for objects that are frequently accessed.

IAIA: Infrequent Access (IA) is suitable for objects that are less frequently
accessed. On average, objects that are accessed less than once to twice
a month fall into this category. IA objects have a minimum storage
duration of 30 days. You are charged for data retrieval when you access
these objects.

ArchiveArchive: Archive is suitable for objects that are infrequently accessed.
Archive objects have a minimum storage duration of 60 days. Before you
can access an object of the Archive storage class, you must restore the
object. The restoration takes about one minute, and data retrieval fees
are incurred during the restoration process.

Cold ArchiveCold Archive: Cold Archive is suitable for long-term storage of backup
objects and raw data. Cold Archive objects have a minimum storage
duration of 180 days. Before you can access an object of the Cold
Archive storage class, you must restore the object. The amount of t ime
required to restore a Cold Archive object depends on the data size and
the restore mode. You are charged for the data retrieval when you
restore a Cold Archive object.

For more information, see Overview.
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Encrypt ionEncrypt ion
Met hodMet hod

Configure server-end encryption method for an object.

Inherit ed f rom BucketInherit ed f rom Bucket : The encryption method of the object is the
same as that of the bucket.

OSS-ManagedOSS-Managed: Keys managed by OSS are used to encrypt objects in
the bucket. OSS uses data keys to encrypt objects. In addition, OSS uses
regularly rotated master keys to encrypt data keys.

KMSKMS: The default CMK stored in Key Management Service (KMS) or the
specified CMK ID is used to encrypt and decrypt data. Descriptions of
CMKCMK:

alias/acs/ossalias/acs/oss : The default customer master key (CMK) stored in KMS
is used to encrypt different objects and decrypt the objects when the
objects are downloaded.

CMK ID: The keys generated by a specified CMK are used to encrypt
different objects and the specified CMK ID is recorded in the metadata
of the encrypted object. Objects are decrypted when they are
downloaded by users who are granted decryption permissions. Before
you specify a CMK ID, you must create a normal key or an external key
in the same region as the bucket in the KMS console.

Encrypt ion algorit hmEncrypt ion algorit hm:Only AES-256 is supported.

For more information about object ACLs, see Object ACL.

User Met adat aUser Met adat a

Add the descriptive information for the object. You can add multiple pieces
of user metadata as custom headers. However, the total size of the user
metadata cannot exceed 8 KB. When you add user metadata, you must
prefix parameters with  x-oss-meta-  and specify a value such as x-x-
oss-met a-locat ion:hangz houoss-met a-locat ion:hangz hou for the parameters.

Parameter Description

iii. Click UploadUpload.
You can view the upload progress of objects on the T ask ListT ask List  tab.

If  you want to organize the objects that you upload to a bucket, you can create directories. This topic
describes how to create directories in the Object  Storage Service (OSS) console.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
A bucket is created. For more information, see Create buckets.

ContextContext
When the hierarchical namespace feature is disabled for a bucket, OSS uses a flat  structure instead of a
hierarchical structure for objects. All elements are stored as objects in buckets. To help organize objects
and simplify management, the OSS console displays objects whose names end with a forward slash (/)
as directories. The objects can be uploaded and downloaded. You can use directories in the OSS
console in the same manner as you use directories in Windows.

3.3. Create directories3.3. Create directories
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When the hierarchical namespace feature is enabled for a bucket, you can update a parent directory to
perform mult iple directory-level tasks at  the same t ime. Tradit ionally, OSS uses a flat  namespace to
store objects in buckets and uses objects whose names end with a forward slash (/) to simulate
directories. Compared with this method, the hierarchical namespace feature greatly improves the
performance of operations that are related to directories. For more information about the hierarchical
namespace feature, see Hierarchical namespace.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Log on to the OSS console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click Bucket sBucket s. On the Buckets page, click the name of the bucket in
which you want to create a directory.

3. In the left-side navigation pane, choose FilesFiles >  > FilesFiles.

4. On the FilesFiles page, click Creat e FolderCreat e Folder.

5. In the Creat e FolderCreat e Folder panel, enter a directory name in the Folder NameFolder Name field.

The directory name must meet the following conventions:

The directory name must be UTF-8 characters and cannot contain emoticons.

Forward slashes (  / ) are used in a directory name to indicate subdirectories. You can specify a
directory name that contains mult iple forward slashes (/) to create subdirectories in the
directory. The directory name cannot start  with a forward slash (  / ) or a backslash (  \ ). The
directory name cannot contain consecutive forward slashes (  / ).

The name of a subdirectory cannot be two consecutive periods (  .. ).

The directory name must be 1 to 254 characters in length.

6. Click OKOK.

OSS allows you to configure ACL for objects to control access to them. This topic describes how to
configure ACL for an object  through the OSS console.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
A bucket has been created. For more information, see Create a bucket.

Objects have been uploaded to the bucket. For more information, see Upload objects.

ContextContext
You can configure ACL for an object  when or after you upload the object. If  you do not specify ACL for
an object, default  ACL Inherit ed f rom BucketInherit ed f rom Bucket  applies.

Inherit ed f rom BucketInherit ed f rom Bucket : The ACL for object  is the same as that for the bucket.

Privat ePrivat e: Only the bucket owner or authorized users can read from and write to the objects in the
bucket. Other users, including anonymous users, cannot access objects in the bucket.

Not e Not e You can configure and send the object  URL to share the object  to other visitors. For
more information, see Add signatures to URLs.

Public ReadPublic Read: Only the bucket owner or authorized users can read from and write to objects. Other

3.4. Configure ACL for objects3.4. Configure ACL for objects
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users, including anonymous users, can only read from objects in the bucket.

Public Read/Writ ePublic Read/Writ e: All users, including anonymous users, can perform read and write operations on
objects in the bucket. Fees incurred by these operations are paid by the bucket owner. Use this ACL
policy only when necessary.

For more information about object  ACL, see Object ACL.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. Click the FilesFiles tab.

4. Click the name of an object. In the View Det ailsView Det ails dialog box that appears, Click Set  ACLSet  ACL.

Alternatively, move the pointer over MoreMore in the Act ions column corresponding to the object  and
choose Set  ACLSet  ACL from the shortcut  menu.

5. In the Set  ACLSet  ACL dialog box that appears, set  ACL for the object.

6. Click OKOK.

Object  Storage Service (OSS) provides the following storage classes: Standard, Infrequent Access (IA),
Archive, and Cold Archive. Each storage class differs in the access frequency and billing. You can select
a suitable storage class based on your business requirements. This topic describes how to modify the
storage class of an object  in the OSS console.

Usage notesUsage notes
When you modify the storage class of an object  in the OSS console, the size of the object  cannot
exceed 1 GB. We recommend that you use ossutil to modify the storage classes of objects whose
size are larger than 1 GB.

You can modify the storage class of an Archive or Cold Archive object  only after the object  is
restored. For more information, see Restore objects.

When you modify the storage class of an object, the original object  is replaced with a new object
that has the selected storage class. If  you change the storage class of an object  to IA, Archive, or
Cold Archive, you are charged storage fees based on the object  size and storage duration when you
access the IA object, or storage fees based on the object  size and storage duration and data
retrieval fees when you access the Archive or Cold Archive object. If  the object  size is smaller than 64
KB and the object  is stored for a period of t ime that is shorter than the minimum storage duration,
the minimum billable size 64 KB and the minimum storage duration are used for billing.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. In the left-side navigation pane, choose FilesFiles >  > FilesFiles.

4. On the FilesFiles page, move the pointer over MoreMore in the Act ions column corresponding to the object

3.5. Modify the storage class of3.5. Modify the storage class of
objectsobjects
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for which you want to modify the storage class and select  Modif y St orage ClassModif y St orage Class from the drop-
down list .

5. Select  the storage class to which you want to convert, and click OKOK.

We recommend that you keep Ret ain User Met adat aRet ain User Met adat a enabled to retain the user metadata of the
object  after you modify the storage class.

You can configure bucket policies to grant permissions to other users to access specified Object
Storage Service (OSS) resources.

ContextContext
The owner of a bucket can configure bucket policies for the bucket in the OSS console by using the
GUI or by specifying policy syntax. Before you configure bucket policies by specifying policy syntax,
you must understand the Act ion, Resource, and Condit ion fields in bucket policies. For more
information, see Overview.

If you select  Anonymous Accounts (*) for the Accounts parameter and do not configure the
Condit ions parameter when you configure a bucket policy, the bucket policy applies to all users
except for the bucket owner. If  you select  Anonymous Accounts (*) for the Accounts parameter and
configure the Condit ions parameter when you configure a bucket policy, the bucket policy applies to
all users, including the bucket owner.

You can configure mult iple bucket policies for a bucket. The total size of the policies cannot exceed
16 KB.

Method 1: Configure bucket policies by using the GUIMethod 1: Configure bucket policies by using the GUI
1. 

2. 

3. In the left-side navigation pane, choose FilesFiles >  > FilesFiles, and click Aut horizeAut horize.

You can also choose Access Cont rolAccess Cont rol >  > Bucket  PolicyBucket  Policy in the left-side navigation pane, and click
Conf igureConf igure in the Bucket Policy sect ion.

4. On the GUIGUI tab, click Aut horizeAut horize.

5. In the Aut horizeAut horize panel, configure the parameters and click OKOK. The following table describes the
parameters.

Parameter Description

3.6. Configure bucket policies to3.6. Configure bucket policies to
authorize other users to access OSSauthorize other users to access OSS
resourcesresources
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Applied T oApplied T o

Select the resources on which you want to grant other users the access
permissions.

Whole BucketWhole Bucket : The bucket policy applies to all resources in the bucket.

Specif ied ResourceSpecif ied Resource: The bucket policy applies only to specified resources in
the bucket. You can configure multiple bucket policies for specific resources in a
bucket.

Configure a bucket policy for a directory

To configure a bucket policy to grant users the permissions to access all
subdirectories and objects in a directory, add an asterisk (*) after the name of
the directory. For example, to grant users the permissions to access all
subdirectories and objects in a directory named abc, enter abc/*.

Configure a bucket policy for a specific object

To configure a bucket policy to grant users the permissions to access a
specific object, enter the full path of the object that excludes the bucket
name. For example, to grant users the permissions to access an object
named myphoto.png in the abc directory, enter abc/myphoto.png.

Parameter Description
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Account sAccount s

Select the type of accounts to which you want to grant the permissions.

Anonymous Account s (*)Anonymous Account s (*): Select this option if you want to grant all users the
permissions to access the specified resources.

RAM UsersRAM Users : Select this option if you want to grant the RAM users of the current
Alibaba Cloud account the permissions to access the specified resources. You
can select individual RAM users from the drop-down list. If you want to grant
the permissions to multiple RAM users, we recommend that you enter the
keyword of the RAM usernames in the search box to perform fuzzy match.

Not ice Not ice If you select this option, you must log on to the OSS console
by using an Alibaba Cloud account or a RAM user that has the management
permissions on the bucket and the ListUsers permission in the RAM console.
If you do not use an Alibaba Cloud account or a RAM user that has the
required permissions, you cannot view the RAM user list  of the current
Alibaba Cloud account. For more information about how to grant the
ListUsers permission to a RAM user, see Grant permissions to a RAM user.

Ot her Account sOt her Account s : Select this option if you want to grant other Alibaba Cloud
accounts, RAM users, or temporary users generated by Security Token Service
(STS) the permissions to access the specified resources.

To grant other Alibaba Cloud accounts or RAM users the permissions to
access the specified resources, enter the UIDs of the Alibaba Cloud accounts
or RAM users.

To grant temporary users generated by STS the permissions to access the
specified resources, enter the user and role information in the following
format:  arn:sts::{RoleOwnerUid}:assumed-role/{RoleName}/{RoleSes
sionName} . For example, the role used to generate a temporary user is
testrole, the UID of the Alibaba Cloud account that assumes the role is 12345,
and the RoleSessionName that is specified when the temporary user is
generated is testsession. In this case, enter  arn:sts::12345:assumed-rol
e/testrole/testsession . To grant all temporary users the permissions to
access the specified resources, use asterisks (*) as wildcard characters. For
example, enter  arn:sts::*:*/*/* . For more information about how to
generate a temporary user, see Use a temporary credential provided by STS
to access OSS.

Not ice Not ice If you grant a temporary user generated by STS the
permissions to access your OSS resources, the temporary user cannot use
the OSS console to access your OSS resources. However, the user can use
ossutil, OSS API operations, or OSS SDKs to access your OSS resources.

You can use the following methods to specify authorized operations: BasicBasic
Set t ingsSet t ings  and Advanced Set t ingsAdvanced Set t ings .

Parameter Description
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Aut horiz edAut horiz ed
Operat ionOperat ion

Basic Settings

If you select this option, you can configure the following permissions based on

your requirements. You can move the pointer over the  icon on the right side

of each permission to view the actions that correspond to the permission.

Read-Only (excluding List Object )Read-Only (excluding List Object ): allows authorized users to view and
download the specified resources.

Read-Only (including List Object )Read-Only (including List Object ): allows authorized users to view, list,
and download the specified resources.

Read/Writ eRead/Writ e: allows authorized users to read data from and write data to
the specified resources.

Any Operat ionAny Operat ion: allows authorized users to perform all operations on the
specified resources.

NoneNone: forbids authorized users from performing operations on the specified
resources.

Not iceNot ice

If multiple bucket policies are configured for a user, the user has all
the permissions configured in the policies. However, the policy in
which the Authorized Operation parameter is set to None takes
precedence. For example, if you configure a first  policy to grant the
Read-Only permission to a user and configure a second policy to
grant the Read/Write permission to the same user, the permission
of the user is Read/Write. If you configure a third policy to grant the
None permission to the user, the permission of the user is None.

The authorization effect for Read-Only (excluding ListObject), Read-
Only (including ListObject), Read/Write, and Any Operation is Allow,
and the authorization effect for None is Deny.

Advanced Settings

If you select this option, you must configure the following parameters:

Ef f ectEf f ect : Select Allow or Deny.

Act ionAct ion: Specify the action that you want to allow or deny. You can specify
an action that is supported by OSS. For more information about the actions
that are supported by OSS, see Overview.

Parameter Description
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Condit ionsCondit ions

Optional. You can configure this parameter in both Basic Settings and Advanced
Settings to specify the conditions that users must meet before the users can
access OSS resources.

Access Met hodAccess Met hod: By default, authorized users can access OSS resources over
both HTTP and HTTPS. If you want the authorized users to access the specified
resources in the bucket over HTTPS, select HT T PSHT T PS. If you want the authorized
users to access the specified resources in the bucket over HTTP, select HT T PHT T P.
Compared with HTTP, HTTPS is more secure.

If you want to force all requests to access resources in the bucket by using one
protocol, such as HTTPS, you must specify the syntax of the bucket policy. For
more information, see How do I configure an HTTPS request and an SSL
certificate?

IP =IP = : Specify the IP addresses or CIDR blocks that can be used to access OSS
resources. Separate multiple IP addresses with commas (,).

IP ≠IP ≠ : Specify the IP addresses or CIDR blocks that cannot be used to access OSS
resources. Separate multiple IP addresses with commas (,).

VPCVPC: Select the ID of the Apsara Stack VPC that belongs to the current Alibaba
Cloud account from the drop-down list. You can also enter the ID of the VPC
created by using the current account or another account in the field below. For
more information about how to create a VPC, see Create a VPC.

Parameter Description

6. Click OKOK.

Method 2: Configure bucket policies by specifying policy syntaxMethod 2: Configure bucket policies by specifying policy syntax
1. 

2. 

3. In the left-side navigation pane, choose FilesFiles >  > FilesFiles, and click Aut horizeAut horize.

4. On the Synt axSynt ax tab, click EditEdit .

You can specify policy syntax based on your business requirements for fine-grained access control.
The following sample code provides examples on how the resource owner whose UID is  174649585
760xxxx  configures the bucket policies in various scenarios:

Example 1: Allow anonymous users to list  all objects in a bucket named examplebucket.
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{
    "Statement": [
        {
            "Action": [
                "oss:ListObjects",
                "oss:ListObjectVersions"
            ],
            "Effect": "Allow",            
            "Principal": [
                "*"
            ],            
            "Resource": [
                "acs:oss:*:174649585760xxxx:examplebucket"
            ]
        },
    ],
    "Version": "1"
}

Example 2: Forbid anonymous users whose IP addresses are not in the CIDR block  192.168.0.0/1
6  from managing a bucket named examplebucket.

{
    "Version": "1",
    "Statement": [
        {
            "Effect": "Deny",
            "Action": "oss:*",
            "Principal": [
                "*"
            ],            
            "Resource": [
                "acs:oss:*:174649585760xxxx:examplebucket"
            ],
            "Condition":{
                "NotIpAddress": {
                    "acs:SourceIp": ["192.168.0.0/16"]
                }
            }
        }
    ]
}

Example 3: Allow a RAM user whose UID is  20214760404935xxxx  only to read the  hangzhou/20
20  and  hangzhou/2015  directories in a bucket named examplebucket.
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{
    "Statement": [
        {
            "Action": [
                "oss:GetObject",
                "oss:GetObjectAcl",
                "oss:GetObjectVersion",
                "oss:GetObjectVersionAcl"
            ],
            "Effect": "Allow",             
            "Principal": [
                "20214760404935xxxx"
            ],            
            "Resource": [
                "acs:oss:*:174649585760xxxx:examplebucket/hangzhou/2020/*",
                "acs:oss:*:174649585760xxxx:examplebucket/hangzhou/2015/*"
            ]
        },
        {
            "Action": [
                "oss:ListObjects",
                "oss:ListObjectVersions"
            ],
            "Condition": {
                "StringLike": {
                    "oss:Prefix": [
                        "hangzhou/2020/*",
                        "hangzhou/2015/*"
                    ]
                }
            },
            "Effect": "Allow",
            "Principal": [
                "20214760404935xxxx"
            ],
            "Resource": [
                "acs:oss:*:174649585760xxxx:examplebucket"
            ]
        }
    ],
    "Version": "1"
}

5. Click SaveSave.

Access authorized OSS resourcesAccess authorized OSS resources
After you configure a bucket policy for a bucket, you can use the following methods to access the
resources specified in the bucket policy:

Object  URL (only for authorized anonymous users)
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Anonymous users can enter the URL of an object  specified in the policy in a browser to access the
object. The URL of the object  consists of the default  domain name of the bucket or a custom domain
name mapped to the bucket and the path of the object. Example:  http://mybucket.oss-cn-beijin
g.aliyuncs.com/file/myphoto.png . For more information, see OSS domain names.

OSS console

Log on to the OSS console. In the left-side navigation pane, click the + icon next  to My OSS Pat hsMy OSS Pat hs. In
the Add Path panel, add the bucket name and the object  path specified in the bucket policy. For
more information, see Set OSS paths.

ossutil

Use the authorized account that is specified in the bucket policy to log on to ossutil to access the
resources specified in the policy. For more information, see ossutil.

ossbrowser

Use the authorized account that is specified in the bucket policy to log on to ossbrowser. Enter the
path of the object  specified in the policy in the Preset  OSS Pat hPreset  OSS Pat h field. For more information, see
ossbrowser.

OSS SDK

You can use OSS SDKs for the following programming languages to access the resources that are
specified in the policy: Java, PHP, Node.js, Python, Browser.js, .NET , Android, Go, iOS, C++, and C.

After you upload objects to a bucket, you can download the objects to the default  download path of
your browser or a specified local path. This topic describes how to download objects from an
unversioned bucket in the Object  Storage Service (OSS) console.

PrerequisitesPrerequisites
When you download Archive or Cold Archive objects, make sure that the objects are restored. For more
information, see Restore objects.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Log on to the OSS console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click Bucket sBucket s. On the page that appears, click the name of the
bucket from which you want to download objects.

3. In the left-side navigation pane, click FilesFiles, and then download one or more objects.

Download a single object

Method 1: Choose MoreMore >  > DownloadDownload in the Act ions column that corresponds to the object
that you want to download.

Method 2: Click the name of the object  that you want to download, or click View Det ailsView Det ails in the
Actions column that corresponds to the object  you want to download. In the View Det ailsView Det ails
panel, click DownloadDownload.

Download mult iple objects

Select  the objects that you want to download. Then, choose Bat ch Operat ionBat ch Operat ion >  > DownloadDownload.
You can batch download up to 100 objects in the OSS console.

3.7. Download objects3.7. Download objects
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For more information about how to download objects from versioned buckets, see Configure
versioning.

Object  Storage Service (OSS) uses object  metadata to describe object  attributes. Object  metadata
includes standard HTTP headers and user metadata. You can configure HTTP headers to customize
HTTP request  policies, such as cache policies and policies for forced object  download. You can also
configure user metadata to identify the purposes or attributes of objects.

ContextContext
You can configure object  metadata for up to 100 objects at  a t ime in the OSS console. To configure
object  metadata for more than 100 objects at  a t ime, use ossutil.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click Bucket sBucket s. On the Buckets page, click the name of the bucket
that contains the object  for which you want to configure object  metadata.

3. In the left-side navigation pane, click FilesFiles.

4. Use one of the following methods to open the Set  HT T P HeaderSet  HT T P Header panel:

Configure HTTP headers for one or more objects

Select  one or more objects. Choose Bat ch Operat ionBat ch Operat ion >  > Set  HT T P HeaderSet  HT T P Header.

Configure HTTP headers for a single object

Find the object  for which you want to configure HTTP headers and choose MoreMore >  > Set  HT T PSet  HT T P
HeaderHeader in the Act ions column.

5. In the Set  HT T P HeaderSet  HT T P Header panel, configure the parameters. The following table describes the
parameters.

Parameter Description

Cont ent -T ypeCont ent -T ype

The type of the object. The browser determines the default
method used to open an object based on the object type. For
example, the Content-Type value of a GIF image is image/gif.

For more information about the Content-Type configurations for
different object types, see How do I configure the Content-Type of
objects?.

3.8. Configure object metadata3.8. Configure object metadata
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Cont ent -EncodingCont ent -Encoding

The encoding method of the object. You must set this parameter
based on the encoding type of the object. Otherwise, the browser
that serves as the client may fail to parse the encoding type of the
object, or the object may fail to be downloaded. If the object is not
encoded, leave this parameter empty. Default value: identity. Valid
values:

identity: OSS does not compress or encode the object.

gzip: OSS uses the LZ77 compression algorithm created by
Lempel and Ziv in 1977 and 32-bit  cyclic redundancy check (CRC)
to encode the object.

compress: OSS uses the Lempel–Ziv–Welch (LZW) compression
algorithm to encode the object.

deflate: OSS uses the zlib library and the deflate algorithm to
encode the object.

br: OSS uses the Brotli algorithm to encode the object.

For more information about Content-Encoding, see RFC 2616.

Not ice Not ice If you want the static web page objects, such as
HTML, JavaScript, XML, and JSON objects to be compressed into
GZIP objects when you access these objects, you must leave
this parameter empty and add the  Accept-Encoding: gzip
  header to your request. For more information, see How do I
use GZIP for compression in OSS?

Cont ent -LanguageCont ent -Language
The language of the object content. For example, if the content of
an object is written in simplified Chinese, you can set this parameter
to zh-CN.

Parameter Description
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Cont ent -Disposit ionCont ent -Disposit ion

The method used to access the object. Valid values:

inline: The object is directly opened in the browser.

To ensure that an image object or a web page object is
previewed but not downloaded when the object is accessed, you
must set Content-Disposition to inline and use the custom
domain name mapped to the bucket to access the object. For
more information about how to map custom domain names, see
Map custom domain names.

attachment: The object is downloaded to the local computer.
For example, if this header is set to  attachment; filename="e
xample.jpg" , the object is downloaded to the local computer.
After the object is downloaded, the local file is named  example
.jpg .

For more information about Content-Disposition, see RFC 2616.

Cache-Cont rolCache-Cont rol

The cache configurations for the object. Valid values:

no-cache: The object can be cached on the client or on the
browser of the proxy server. However, each time you access the
object, OSS checks whether the cached object is available. If the
cache is available, you can directly access the cache. Otherwise,
the access request is sent to OSS.

no-store: All content of the object is not cached.

public: All content of the object is cached.

private: All content of the object is cached only on the client.

For more information about Cache-Control, see RFC 2616.

ExpiresExpires

The expiration time of the cache in Greenwich Mean T ime (GMT).
Example:  2022-10-12T00:00:00.000Z . If  max-age=<seconds>
  is set for Cache-Control,  max-age=<seconds>  takes
precedence over Expires.

User Met adat aUser Met adat a

The user-defined metadata of the object. You can add multiple
user metadata headers for an object. However, the total size of
user metadata cannot exceed 8 KB. When you add user metadata,
user metadata headers must be prefixed with  x-oss-meta-  and
assigned values. Example: x-oss-meta-last-modified:20200909u.

Parameter Description

6. Click OKOK.

3.9. Restore objects3.9. Restore objects
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ContextContext
For more information about how to restore objects, see Restore objects.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click Bucket sBucket s. On the Buckets page, click the name of the bucket
that you want to manage.

3. In the left-side navigation pane, choose FilesFiles >  > FilesFiles.

4. Find the object  that you want to restore and choose  >  > Rest oreRest ore in the Act ions column.

Archive objects

The restoration takes about one minute. Then, the object  is in the restored state.

By default , the object  remains in the restored state for one day. You can use ossutil or SDKs to
extend this period to up to seven days. When the period expires, the object  returns to the
frozen state.

Cold Archive objects

If  you want to restore a Cold Archive object, you must specify the period in which the object  can
remain in the restored state in Replica Validit y PeriodReplica Validit y Period. Unit: days. You can also specify the
priority of restoration in Rest ore ModeRest ore Mode.

Not e Not e The maximum replica validity period of Cold Archive objects in the China
(Shenzhen) region is seven days. The maximum replica validity period of Cold Archive objects
outside the China (Shenzhen) region is 365 days.

The t ime required to restore an object  varies with the size of the object.

The content of an object  can be selected and obtained by using simple SQL statements. The amount
of data transmitted from Object  Storage Service (OSS) can be reduced to improve the data retrieval
efficiency by using OSS Select.

LimitsLimits
OSS Select  supports UTF-8 encoded CSV files and JSON objects. Supported CSV files and CSV-like files
such as TSV files must conform to RFC 4180. You can customize row and column delimiters and quote
characters in CSV files.

You can select  and obtain a maximum of 40 MB of data from an object  that does not exceed 128 MB
in the OSS console. To process an object  larger than 128 MB or to retrieve more records, call
SelectObject.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Log on to the OSS console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click Bucket sBucket s. On the Buckets page, click the name of the bucket
from which you want to select  object  content.

3.10. Use OSS Select3.10. Use OSS Select
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3. In the left-side navigation pane, choose FilesFiles >  > FilesFiles.

4. On the Files page, choose MoreMore >  > Select  Cont entSelect  Cont ent  in the Act ions column corresponding to the
object  from which you want to select  content.

5. In the Select  Cont entSelect  Cont ent  panel, specify the following parameters:

File Type: Select  the content type of the object. Valid values: CSV and JSON.

Delimiter: Specify this parameter for CSV files. Valid values: comma (,) and Custom.

Tit le Line: Specify this parameter for CSV files. You can configure this option to specify whether
the first  row of the object  contains a column heading.

JSON Display Mode: Select  the display mode for JSON objects.

Compression Format: Specify whether to compress the current object. Currently, only GZIP-based
compression is supported.

6. Click PreviewPreview to preview the object.

Not ice Not ice When you preview Standard objects, you are charged for data scanning by OSS
Select. When you preview IA, Archive, and Cold Archive objects, you are charged for data
scanning by OSS Select  and data retrieval.

7. Click Next  St epNext  St ep. Enter and execute an SQL statement.

8. View the query result . Click DownloadDownload to download the selected content to the local device.

For example, a CSV file named People contains the following columns: Name, Company, and Age.

To query people who are above 50 years old and whose names start  with Lora, execute the
following SQL statement. In the statement, _1, _2, and _3 specify column indexes. _1 specifies
the index of the first  column. _2 specifies the index of the second column. _3 specifies the index
of the third column.

select * from ossobject where _1 like 'Lora*' and _3 > 50

To query the number of rows in the object, maximum age, and minimum age, execute the
following SQL statement:

select count(*), max(cast(_3 as int)), min(cast(_3 as int)) from oss_object

You can configure object  tagging to classify objects. Object  tagging uses key-value pairs to identify
objects. You can manage mult iple objects that have the same tag. For example, you can configure
lifecycle rules for objects that have the same tag.

ContextContext
Object  tagging uses key-value pairs to identify objects. The following rules apply to object  tagging:

A maximum of 10 tags can be set  for each object. Tags associated with an object  must have unique
tag keys.

A tag key can be a maximum of 128 Bytes in length. Each tag value can be a maximum of 256 Bytes in
length.

Keys and values are case-sensit ive.

The key and value of a tag can contain letters, digits, spaces, and special characters such as

3.11. Configure object tagging3.11. Configure object tagging
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Only the bucket owner and authorized users have the read and write permissions on object  tags.
These permissions are independent of the object  ACL.

During cross-region replicat ion (CRR), object  tags are also replicated to the dest ination bucket.

After you configure object  tagging, you can configure lifecycle rules for objects that have a specified
tag. For example, you can convert  the storage class of objects that have a specified tag, or you can
delete objects that have a specified tag. For more information, see Configure lifecycle rules. You can
authorize Resource Access Management (RAM) users to access objects that have the same tag. For
more information, see Object tagging.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Log on to the OSS console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click Bucket sBucket s. On the Buckets page, click the name of the bucket in
which the objects for which you want to configure object  tagging are stored.

3. In the left-side navigation pane, click FilesFiles.

4. Configure tagging for objects.

i. Select  objects for which you want to configure a tag.

Configure tagging for objects in unversioned buckets

Find the object  for which you want to configure tagging, and choose MoreMore >  > T aggingT agging in
the Act ions column.

Configure tagging for objects in versioned buckets

Find the object  of a specified version for which you want to configure tagging, and choose
MoreMore >  > T aggingT agging in the Act ions column.

ii. In the T aggingT agging panel, set  KeyKey and ValueValue based on the rules of object  tagging.

5. Click OKOK.

This topic describes how to delete objects that you no longer need from your buckets in Object
Storage Service (OSS) by using the OSS console.

ContextContext
You can delete a single object  or mult iple objects at  a t ime by using the OSS console. You can delete up
to 100 objects at  a t ime in the OSS console. Objects can also be selected and deleted in a more flexible
manner. For more information about how to delete more than 100 objects at  a t ime, see Delete objects.

WarningWarning

Objects cannot be restored after they are deleted. Exercise caution when you perform this
operation.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

3.12. Delete objects3.12. Delete objects
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2. 

3. In the left-side navigation pane, choose FilesFiles >  > FilesFiles.

4. Select  a single object  or mult iple objects, and choose Bat ch Operat ionBat ch Operat ion >  > Permanent ly Delet ePermanent ly Delet e.

5. In the message that appears, click OKOK.

You can delete directories from a bucket in the Object  Storage Service (OSS) console. When you delete
a directory, objects in the directory are also deleted.

Usage notesUsage notes
Before you delete a directory, make sure to move objects that you want to retain from the directory
to other paths.

If  the directory that you want to delete contains a large number of objects, it  can take a long t ime
for OSS to delete the objects. To improve the delet ion performance, we recommend that you
configure lifecycle rules for the bucket to delete the objects. For more information about how to
configure lifecycle rules, see Configure lifecycle rules.

ProcedureProcedure
1. 

2. 

3. In the left-side navigation pane, choose FilesFiles >  > FilesFiles  . Then, delete the directory based on your
requirement.

Not ice Not ice Do not refresh or close the Task List  panel when you delete the directory and the
objects in the directory. Otherwise, the tasks are interrupted.

Delete a directory from a bucket for which the hierarchical namespace feature is enabled

Click Permanent ly Delet ePermanent ly Delet e in the Act ions column corresponding to the directory. In the message
that appears, click OKOK.

The directory and the objects in the directory are permanently deleted.

Delete a directory from a bucket for which the hierarchical namespace feature is disabled

If the hierarchical namespace and versioning features are disabled for a bucket, a directory in the
bucket and the objects in the directory are deleted in the same way as they are deleted from a
bucket for which the hierarchical namespace feature is enabled.

If  the hierarchical namespace feature is disabled and versioning is enabled for the bucket, you
can delete the directory and the objects in the directory by using the following methods:

3.13. Delete directories3.13. Delete directories
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Store the deleted directory as a previous version

a. In the upper-right corner of the object  list , set  Display Previous VersionsDisplay Previous Versions to HideHide.

b. Click Delet eDelet e in the Act ions column corresponding to the directory. In the message that
appears, click OKOK.

The deleted directory and the objects in the directory are stored as previous versions that
can be recovered. For more information about how to recover the previous versions of
objects in a directory, see Restore a previous version.

Permanently delete the directory

a. In the upper-right corner of the object  list , set  Display Previous VersionsDisplay Previous Versions to ShowShow.

b. Click Permanent ly Delet ePermanent ly Delet e in the Act ions column corresponding to the directory. In the
message that appears, click OKOK.

The directory and the objects in the directory are permanently deleted.

4. In the T ask ListT ask List  panel, you can view the delet ion progress.

When OSS performs delet ion tasks, you can perform the following operations:

Click RemovedRemoved to remove the completed tasks from Task List .

Click Pause AllPause All to pause all running tasks. When tasks are paused, you can perform the following
operations:

Click St artSt art  on the right side of a task to resume the task.

Click RemoveRemove on the right side of a task to remove the task. If  you remove a paused task,
objects that are not deleted in the task are retained.

Click St art  AllSt art  All to resume all paused tasks.
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Object  Storage Service (OSS) DDoS protect ion is a proxy-based mit igation service that integrates OSS
with Anti-DDoS Pro and Anti-DDoS Premium. When a bucket with OSS DDoS protect ion enabled suffers
DDoS attacks, OSS DDoS protect ion diverts malicious traffic to an Anti-DDoS instance for scrubbing and
then redirects normal traffic to the bucket. This way, your business can continue to function normally
after DDoS attacks.

ContextContext
When you use OSS DDoS protect ion, take note of the following items:

You can configure OSS DDoS protect ion only in the China (Hangzhou), China (Shanghai), China
(Qingdao), China (Beijing), China (Shenzhen), and China (Hong Kong) regions.

An Anti-DDoS instance must be retained for at  least  seven days after the instance is created. If  the
instance is deleted within seven days, you are charged basic resource fees for the instance for a
period of seven days.

You can create only one Anti-DDoS instance in each region. Each instance can be attached to up to
10 buckets within the same region.

For more information, see OSS DDoS protection.

ProcedureProcedure
1. Step 1: Create an Anti-DDoS instance.

i. Log on to the OSS console.

ii. In the left-side navigation pane, click Ant i-DDoS ProAnt i-DDoS Pro.

iii. On the page that appears, click Creat e Ant i-DDoS Inst anceCreat e Ant i-DDoS Inst ance.

iv. In the Creat e Ant i-DDoS Inst anceCreat e Ant i-DDoS Inst ance panel, select  the required region.

v. Click OKOK.

2. Step 2: Attach a bucket to the Anti-DDoS instance.

i. Click View and At t ach Bucket sView and At t ach Bucket s to the right of the instance to which you want to attach a
bucket.

ii. In the View and At t ach Bucket sView and At t ach Bucket s panel, click At t ach Bucket sAt t ach Bucket s.

iii. In the At t ach Bucket sAt t ach Bucket s panel, select  a bucket you want to attach from the BucketBucket  drop-
down list .

Buckets that are attached to an Anti-DDoS instance are not displayed in the BucketBucket  drop-
down list .

iv. Click OKOK.

After the bucket is attached to the instance, the bucket is in the Init ializ ingInit ializ ing status. When the
status becomes Def endingDef ending, the Anti-DDoS instance has started to protect  the bucket.

3. Step 3: If  you want to access the bucket when it  is under attack by using the custom domain name
that is mapped to the bucket, add the custom domain name in the OSS console.

4.Configure OSS DDoS4.Configure OSS DDoS
protectionprotection
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Not ice Not ice OSS does not protect  the custom domain names mapped to the bucket by
default . Therefore, when the bucket is under attack, you cannot access the bucket by using
the custom domain names. If  you want to access the bucket when it  is under attack by using
the custom domain names mapped to the bucket, add the custom domain names in the OSS
console. You can add up to five custom domain names for each bucket.

If  no custom domain names are mapped to the bucket, you need to map a custom domain name
before you add the custom domain name. For more information, see Map custom domain names.

If  a custom domain name is mapped to the bucket, add the custom domain name by performing
the following steps:

a. On the right side of the bucket attached to the instance, choose MoreMore >  > Modif y Cust omModif y Cust om
Domain NameDomain Name.

b. Select  the custom domain name that you want to add.

c. Click OKOK.

Then, you can access the bucket by using the custom domain name when the bucket suffers
attacks.
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